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HEROINES
&
HEROES

The Advanced Fighting Fantasy 2nd edition
Magic Guide Taster
The ruined tower stood at the top of a large hill just off a broad track of a small
road, its remains rising above the dense surrounding forest like a silent soldier keeping
watch. An ancient building made of old massive blocks of stone that had long since fallen
prey to the ravages of time and the invasion of vines and undergrowth.
Midnight had long since passed, it was cold and snowing heavily when the small ragged
party of five companions came upon it’s formidable presence, an ancient fortress
overseeing the vast expanse of forest. Tired, weary and strained through many hours of
journey they looked thankfully at the advancing black shape looming above the treetops.
None of the party could ever recall such a worse storm in their lifetime, and the relief at
finding their destination clearly showed upon each of their faces.
The tower and the surrounding forest were not particularly friendly places to be at any
time, less so in the middle of the night during a raging storm. However a change was
rapidly falling upon the lands of the Inner kingdoms and extreme measures had been
appropriate for the journey. The smallest of the party looked ahead from the base of the
hill to the formidable presence of the ancient fortress. After a few moments of discussion
he stealthily stumbled up towards the tower leaving his companions to take shelter in the
large broad gnarled trunks of Oaks, Elm and Pine.
Craggen Harloom started his ascent, pausing for several moments besides a rotting fallen
tree and its decaying branches and leaves. He carefully and discreetly moved up the
southern face of the hill, plodding up through knee-deep snow and hidden debris and
rubble, which had at one time served as the towers outer defences. Clutching his cloak
around his small body against the fury of the wind and biting snow he trudged wearily up
the rest of the hill to examine the remains. He was only three feet in height, average for a
Halfling, and a little portly and fat. Although there was a clumsy look to his appearance
he was fitter, faster and more nimble than the other four companions.
A fat hairy hand clutched at his small dagger and he moved cautiously around the base of
the tower, staring at the ruins. Long, brown hair fell away from his hairless face and two
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large blue eyes searched the surroundings, examining every detail and feature. After
several minutes he returned to his friends within the huge trees.
‘The ruins are in a total mess but habitable.’ Craggen explained. ‘Most of the
upper floors have all caved in towards the East, but the majority of the ground floor is
still intact.’
“Anyone used it recently?” Thane asked. The deep voiced and stocky Dwarven
warrior was not in the mood for the small Halfling’ s optimism.
Craggen shook his head.
“No, it’s totally deserted. Nobody’s been inside or even near this tower for years.”
Garis Rockfire wiped the rain from his handsome face and dark curly shoulder length
hair. He was a tall broad shouldered warrior, the tallest in the party, with deep hazel eyes
and a tanned sunburned face. He looked and smiled warmly at the weary faces of his
companions before deciding their course of action. There was not any real option but to
get out of the worsening storm. Garis motioned them up the hill and they stumbled up the
snow-covered hillside. Once at the top they stared at the remains of what was once the
building's ground floor through a large gaping opening in the eastern wall. Craggen
motioned them through and darkness enveloped them…
What happened next? What awaited the small party of heroes inside the tower? Whom
were they expecting to meet? These questions are just the beginning of our heroes'
adventures – but you too can follow in their footsteps, and set off on a whole world of
adventure in the realms of Titan.
The Heroines & Heroes book is a brand new advanced fantasy role-playing game, based
upon the hugely successful Fighting Fantasy and Advanced Fighting Fantasy series of
books. In this book you will find all the details, rules and information to play an exiting
game of magic and swordplay. Presented in an easy-to-follow format with our characters
to guide you, you too will soon be setting off across a dark and terrible wilderness of
Allansia in search of adventure…
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Foreword
This book has taken a long time to get where it is now. I first had ideas for this volume
way back in the early 1980’s and it has taken me years of writing, revisions, expanding
and improving. It is a volume I am extremely proud to finally complete and I am excited
by what you will be able to achieve with its information. None of this information
however, would be here today if I weren’t inspired by the work of Ian Livingstone and
Steve Jackson, Marc Gasgoigne and Pete Tamlyn. To these four legends of the Fantasy
world of Titan I bid my heartfelt thanks, I would never have thought about attempting to
create such a volume if not inspired by your works. Many thanks are also due to the
ingenious authors of all the numerous adventures and place’s that I have visited in the
realms of Fighting Fantasy.
The task of creating an entirely new game based upon FF and the AFF phenomenon was
a monumental task. The greatest of which, was further developing the setting for which to
base the entire new game. The result of over fifteen year’s work is finally here within
your grasp, and I welcome you overwhelmingly to the incredible lands of Allansia and
the realms of Heroines and Heroes.
This document incorporates and is based on all of the Spells found within the volumes of
the fantasy FF Gamebook series, the Warlock magazines, and Advanced Fighting
Fantasy source books as well as from contributions from fans of the AFF Game. The
document is made available by Advancedfightingfantasy.com, and is for personal use
only and may not be published or distributed except by Advancedfightingfantasy.com.
What I would like to do is thank you for your interest in the AFF: 2nd edition Magic
Guide taster and am delighted that you have taken the time to download and read it. I
would also like to thank everyone for all their submissions, for those who have read this
manual, and helped with it’s continued growth.
If you find spelling or grammatical errors, please, notify me so I can fix them. This
document is a taster of the AFF: 2nd edition ‘Heroines and Heroes’ created by David
Holt of the Advancedfightingfantasy.com. Only Advancedfightingfantasy.com may
distribute this creation.
I’d like to wish you all well on the dangerous and exciting journeys that lie before you.
David A Holt
2003
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Advanced Fighting Fantasy.com
AFF: 2nd edition
Magic Guide Taster

Since the Publication of the volume Dungeoneer – The Advanced Fighting Fantasy
System in 1989, many FF Fans have wanted a more up-dated and refreshed Advanced
Fighting Fantasy Game. This book has been written to primarily introduce basic FRP
gamers to an exciting new game system and bring FF and AFF of age. H&H is a complex
revision of the system that is very loosely based on those original core rules.
The vast majority of rules within this volume have been changed from the original core
system to improve realism, game-play, and sophistication. In H&H, you will find the
same, solid foundations that were in the first editions, while building on them to make the
FF phenomenon one of the very best in fantasy role-playing.
Now for the first time, AdvancedFightingFantasy.com is delighted to unveil the new
specific sets of rules based on the core rules of the successful FF, and AFF game. Even if
you are not familiar with FF, AFF, or role-playing games in general, you will find this
volume a complete game system in its own right. H&H is a sophisticated and complex
role-playing game, but it has been written in an easy to learn and understand way so you
can quickly get started.
David Holt is the founder and owner of the official Fighting Fantasy site dedicated to the
FF series at www.advancedfuightingfantasy.com.
Version 1.0
dave@advancedfightingfantasy.com
www.advancedfightingfantasy.com
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1.1

WHAT IS MAGIC?

Magic is the ancient term applied to the
pretended art of influencing the course
of events, curing of diseases, predicting
the future and gratification of personal
desires by supernatural means. Derived
from the ancient Persian fire
worshippers and astrologers known as
'Magi', magic was a practice based on
superstition that flourished where
people were ignorant of the causes of
natural phenomena or knowledge was
limited. Within the AFF: 2nd edition
‘Heroines and Heroes,’ a feel for magic
was wanted, to make it much, much
more than a pretended art and practice,
it is a working science where
knowledge means power.
Magic systems are without doubt the
most emotionally important section of
every FRPG on the market. In the H&H
game system, magic is a powerful and
precious possession that comes from the
very essence of nature itself and an
explanation of H&H's totally unique
and FRPG magic system can be found
on the following pages within this chapter.
Magic, is the title given to the effects and results wielded with the powers of the Essence.
It is an immense, potent and unfathomable force that exists everywhere and within
everything within the H&H campaign. It comes from the very essence of nature’s forces
and elements and is part of the ordered balance of the universe itself. Those who are ‘in
tune’ with the natural forces of the Essence flowing everywhere and within everything
are able to make use of them, but they do have to possess the knowledge on how to do so.
The main method of utilising the forces is with the knowledge of a ‘spell’.
1.2

WHAT ARE SPELLS?

Spells are result of ages of research, development and construction throughout the years.
They are commonly codes or a set of instructions for disrupting nature’s order and
manipulating the forces that bind its power. All spells are a process of meditation,
thought and an idea. The patterns and images mentally created for the process allow the
barriers to be broken and the forces to be released. These mental manifestations are often
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helped with chants, and bodily manifestations, which are used as a way of remembering
and concentrating on the desired effect and thoughts that are needed.
This ritual is essential in order to achieve the correct state of mind for the release of the
magic - through the mind, the body, the soul, or through nature itself. The more
accomplished a spellcaster or priest becomes at achieving this mental state, the less ritual
is needed to cast spells. An extremely powerful Spellcaster or Priest will be able to wield
a simple spell in seconds. In opposite an apprentice or novice Spellcaster or Priest might
spend minutes attempting to cast the same spell.
Whatever the power of the Spellcaster or Priest, the code and instructions needed to
release the forces need to be correct. They also need to be in the right rhythm for the
power of the spell to work. A single lapse of concentration, error, hesitation or slight
distraction can be truly disastrous or far more costly. Details of bungled spells and effects
are explained later in the chapter.
All magic within the campaign world of Titan follows a basic structure or pattern, and is
broken by the spellcaster class into three main instrumental powers and functions: those
that are productive, protective, and also destructive.
Productive magic is always used to ensure a successful outcome to some form of
creative or productive activity where human labour and natural bounty may be weak or
uncertain. For example using productive magic when fishing in the open sea during a
storm to catch fish, or rejuvenating a crop during a dry season. In addition, productive
magic may also assist the efficient organisation of racial labour and give greater
incentive to those who feel less confident of success. Especially in construction,
engineering. Etc.
Protective magic aims to prevent or remove danger, to cure sickness, and to protect an
individual or community from the vagaries of nature and the evil acts of others. Again, it
may give people confidence to continue their normal activities.
Destructive magic is sorcery, directed specifically to harm other people. The fear of this
form of magic may reduce individual initiative since a successful or wealthy person in an
egalitarian society may fear the sorcery of an individual magician and give them a lot of
legroom to do as they please beyond the normal constraints of law and order. On the
other hand, the use of counter-magic against sorcery rids a community of its internal
fears and tensions.
Many Spellcaster adopt a lifestyle dedicated to the following of a single magic structure,
for example Warlocks are magicians that follow the specific order of destructive magic
and are widely avoided and feared. Sorcerers or more commonly Wizards on the other
hand are tolerated and widely accepted due to the abilities to aid others with the powers
of the Essence.
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1.3

MAGIC SPECIAL SKILL

Any player who generates a character as a Spellcaster or Priest in the Social Scale Academic / Professional class will have at least 1 point assigned to their MAGIC Special
Skill, and with it a special characteristic known as MANA for that class only. Every time
a player attempts to cast a spell, he must succeed in rolling against his MAGIC special
skill, otherwise the spell may fumble and go disastrously wrong. As already explained,
studying magic and especially the spells to utilise the forces of the Essence requires a lot
of very intensive effort and years of training, which is partly at the cost of other abilities.
For every point put into Magic Special Skill, a character has to reduce their SKILL by a
similar 1 point. This does not affect a character's other special skills assigned to him with
his career class (he may still allot as many points as he has in his very first SKILL score,
as described in detail in the Special Skills chapter of the AFF: 2nd edition ‘Heroines and
Heroes book. It does affect his SKILL and special skill scores and dice-rolls from now
on. This new, reduced SKILL score is now counted as the characters Initial score, where
necessary and they may never be raised above it. So, all the characters special skill points
are spent on the range of special skills given with the generated social career classes of a
magician or priest. Once spent, the number of points put into the Magic special skill then
reduces characters SKILL.
1.4

SPELL & MANA POINT COST

Every time a Spellcaster or Priest casts a spell, the incantation acts as a conductor of
magical power. The raw natural energies of the Essence are channelled and focused
through the mind, body and soul of the caster who can be left drained, exhausted or even
dead. It takes a great deal of concentration and effort to utilise the energies and this
ensures that Spellcaster are always focused before casting a spell, otherwise they could be
burnt out under the excess stress. For this reason, every magic spell costs a certain
number of MANA points to cast.
In the AFF: RPG all spells were classified and defined by how many STAMINA points
they cost to cast; this is their Stamina cost. In the AFF: 2nd edition this is no longer the
case. For every skill point put into the Magic Special Skill, a character generates a new
AFF stat known as MANA. Initially they may choose to learn spells worth a total MANA
cost of 3 points (see example). Novice magicians may choose only those spells, which
have a Stamina cost of 1,2,3 or 4 points. Spells costing 5 or more points to cast may not
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be learnt yet; they are reserved for the more powerful magicians who decide to specialise
in one of the many fields of magic.
Example:
WITS
8

SENS
7

MANA
*

STR
11

DEX
10

SKL
7

STA
11

ATT
1

LK
7

FR
11

One of our sample heroes, ‘Allagon’, is a Spellcaster. Using the new AFF: 2nd edition
Generation process we add his WITS, SENSES, STRENGTH, DEXTERITY and initial
SKILL Stat scores together to determine the amount of points he can spend on his various
Special Skills. Adding these WITS 8, SENSES 7, STRENGTH 11, DEXTERITY 10 and
SKILL 7 together we then divide by five (rounding all fractions down). Allagon has 43
divided by 5 equals 8.6 i.e. 8 Special Skill points to spend on Special Skills.
From this he decides to spend 4 points on Magic (obviously!), 1 point on Scroll Lore, 2
point on Read/write, and 1 point on Magic sense. He now has a reduced SKILL of 3,
Magic of 7, Scroll Lore 4, Read/Write 5, and Magic Sense of 4.
With his Special Skill scores determined Allagon also discovers that due to the fact he
placed 4 points into his Magic special skill, he may choose to learn and cast spells with a
total MANA cost of 12 points, i.e. 4 skill points multiplied by the 3 MANA points each
skill point is worth.
1.5

SPELLCASTER MAGIC FIELDS

Once a Spellcaster has learnt half the number of spells of their original Magic Special
Skill score from the lesser (MANA 1 cost) spells of magic, they may choose to specialise
in another field of magic or continue as a Spellcaster with a wide range of skills and
abilities. These areas of study are known as the ‘Five’ schools of Magic and are broken
down into areas of specialisation that are not commonly known. Each speciality gains
access to its own group of spells, Special Skills, lore, and knowledge. These are broken
down as follows:
Matter: Mind: Body: Soul: Circle: -

Elementalist’s: Aeromancer (Weather mage), Geomancer
(Earth mage), Hydromancer (Water mage) and Pyromancer
(Fire mage).
Illusionist, Enchanter and Diviner
Healer, Warlock and Witch
Necromancer
Wizard, Sorcerer, Warlock

Every specialist field adopts a distinct and personal style of dress and magic to make
them distinct and different from the other fields. They are usually obsessed with their
own importance and power and rival factions and minor conflicts are commonplace
across the realms of Allansia, the main campaign setting of the AFF: 2nd edition game.
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Each field knows their own strengths and weaknesses and for this reason they often form
associations to protect their interests and research. Spellcaster guilds are a common
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occurrence, especially as it allows groups of similar Spellcaster to meet with others with
similar pursuits and interests.
There are various Schools of Magic across Allansia and beyond and many of these are
divided into the five different categories according to the type of magical energies that
are utilised during the process of the spell casting. Although they are called ‘Schools’,
they are not organised places of actual learning or study. It is a term used to describe the
approach and discipline needed to prepare for the particular sort of magic that is needed
from the Essence of magic itself. Each Specialist School tends to concentrate on a
particular discipline such as illusion, necromantic magic, or transformation. A description
of the various disciplines can be found in section 1.8:
1.6

SPELL EXPLAINATIONS & TYPES

This is a COMPLETE list of all the spells in the AFF: 2nd edition game. All the
following descriptions describe what spells can and cannot do. They are organised in
alphabetical order by level of MANA needed in order to cast and are classified by which
particular field they fall into, i.e. Befuddle falls into the school of the Mind for example.
Their intended victim cannot avoid the effects of most spells, and many of them last for a
certain length of time (measured in rounds or turns). All spells of MANA cost 1, 2, 3 or 4
can be cast and then forgotten about; the higher cost spells require full concentration in
order to work. The complete list of Magic spells in the AFF game is as follows. They
have been derived from all the fantasy FF Gamebook series, Warlock magazines, and
Advanced Fighting Fantasy source books as well as from contributions from fans of the
AFF Game.
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LEVEL ONE
SPELLS
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …
MANA Cost*

MANA Cost*

Aura – Priest
Bless – Priest
Create Mud – Matter
Creature Sleep – Mind
Darkness – Soul/Matter
Empower Potions – Matter
Fire – Matter
Flash - Matter
Glowing Eyes - Body
Holy Command – Priest
Ignite - Matter
Ironhand – Body
Locate Sacred Place – Priest
Luck - Matter
Open – Matter
Pebble Shot – Matter
Razor Sharp – Matter
Silence – Priest
Stamina - Body
Strength - Body
Stuck Fast – Matter
Thunder – Matter
Trick – Mind
Ward – Mind

(BEF) (1)
(BRA) (1)
(WAT) (1)
(JIG) (1)
(SUP) (1)
(GAK) (1)
(FIB) (1)
(YOB) (1)
(GOB) (1)
(SPE) (1)
(KID) (1)
(LIG) (1)
(LOK) (1)
(WOK)(1)
(PEC) (1)
(PER) (+1)
(REA) (1)
(SKL) (1)
(NIF) (1)
(ROK) (1)
(TEL) (1)
(TWI) (1)
(KIN) (1)
(WEK) (1)

(AUR) (1)
(BLE) (1)
(MUD)(1)
(SLE) (1)
(DAR) (1)
(DOC) (1)
(FIR) (1)
(FLA) (1)
(GLO) (1)
(HOL) (1)
(IGN) (1)
(IRO) (1)
(LOC) (1)
(LUK) (1)
(DOP) (1)
(POP) (1)
(RAZ) (1)
(SIL) (1)
(STA) (1)
(PEP) (1)
(GUM)(1)
(THU) (1)
(DUD) (1)
(WAD)(1)

Befuddle – Mind/ Priest
Bravery – Priest
Create Water – Matter
Dance – Body
Detect Supernatural Being*
Fear - Mind
Fire Bolt - Matter
Giant’s Teeth – Matter
Goblin’s Teeth – Matter
Holy Spear – Priest
Illusion (Minor) - Mind
Light – Matter
Lock - Matter
Metal Shield - Matter
Peace*
Personalise**
Read symbols – Mind
Skill - Body
Stench – Matter
Stone Dust – Matter
Telepathy – Mind
Tonguetwister – Mind
Twin Self – Mind
Weakness -Soul

* Detect Supernatural Being* Priest Spell

Aura - AUR
Duration: 5 mins
Priest Spell
Cost - 1
This spell will cause a chosen part of the casters body to glow with a light of a colour of
the caster's choice.

Befuddle - BEF
Range: Touch

Duration: 1 min

Cost - 1
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The victim will be temporarily confused and addled; making all active rolls (i.e.: skill
rolls) with a -6 for the length of the spell, though they will probably retreat and shake
their head a lot. The duration is increased by one minute for each additional MANA point
used on it.

Bless - BLE
Priest
Range: 5 metres
Duration: 1 min
Cost - 1
This ritualistic blessing bestows a priest with the luck of the priest’s deity on one target.
It may be used to add 2 points temporarily to their LUCK or to a nominated Special Skill
for one round only. The character must be within five metres of the priest. It may not
exceed the characters initial scores and may not exceed 12 on Special Skills.

Bravery - BRA
Priest Spell
Range: 5 metres
Duration: 1 min
Cost - 1
This ritualistic spell provides a priest with a little spiritual help in difficult situations.
When cast (on a character within fiver metres of the priest), it allows its target to
increase hi or her SKILL, and hence all Special Skills, by 2 points for five minutes or one
battle, whichever is shorter. It may not exceed the characters initial scores and may not
exceed 12 on Special Skills.

Create Mud - MUD
Range: 1m
Duration: 10 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This potent little spell is a version of the Create Water spell and requires a fistful of sand
as an ingredient of the spell. By casting the spell at the sand and then sprinkling the sand
upon the floor as desired (e.g. in front of a creature) the spell creates a pool of quicksand.
Any creature falling into the must make a successful Strength roll each round to escape
from the mud and for each consecutive round loses 2 STAMINA.

Create Water- WAT
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Duration: 5 mins.
Cost - 1
This spell will cause the casters cupped hands to become filled by an ever-replenished
supply of water. The water will continue to flow until the caster un-cups their hands or
the spell expires.

Creature Sleep - SLP
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
This spell will put any humanoid creature to sleep for five minutes.

Dance - JIG
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell when cast at a target, forces the recipient to uncontrollably dance. The caster
can force any target to dance by playing a small bamboo flute, which is a necessary
ingredient of the spell.

Darkness - DAR
Range: 5m
Duration: 3 mins
Cost - 1
This spell conjures up an area of murky blackness in a circular area, up to 5 metres round
the caster, for up to three minutes. The darkness extinguishes all artificial light, and
negates the Dark Seeing Special Skill.

Detect Supernatural Being - SUP
Priest
Range: 5 metres
Duration: 1 min
Cost - 1
This ritualistic conjuration enables the priest to detect whether any creature within twenty
metres is of supernatural origin. (This can include Skeletons, Zombies, Golems, and
Demons etc.) However, for any superior supernatural being, such as a Demon, there is a
great risk of being drawn unwillingly into its power. If the Demon is aware of the spell
cast by the character (this is at referee discretion), it nay enters into mental combat with
the priest in an attempt to control his mind. Mental combat is done by fighting a normal
battle, SKILL versus SKILL plus the result of the roll of the three dice by each
combatant. Neither side loses any STAMINA, but whatever character wins two rounds in
a row is the overall winner. If this is the priest, his mind is free and will most likely
identify the Demon for what it is. If the Demon wins, the priest temporarily loses his
mind; the Demon takes control of the body and does with it as it wishes, until it is
discarded. Interfering with the supernatural can be very dangerous indeed.
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Empower Potion - DOC
Range: 1m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires any medicinal potion as an ingredient of the spell. By casting the spell
at any potion of healing a spellcaster can magically enhance a potion, doubling its effect.
The potions may be used on the caster – and in this case must be cast as the potion is
being administered. The dangerous aspect of this spell is that it can also be used to
empower poisons.

Fear - GAK
Range: 5m
Duration: 2 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a Black Facemask as a vital ingredient of the spell. The conjuration
enables a spellcaster, while wearing the mask to direct the victims’ most terrible fear
within their mind. The spell will less affect creatures with a high FEAR and terrify those
with a low FEAR, sending them into a cold sweat or reducing one to cower away as far
away from the spellcaster as possible. The effects last for two minutes, after which time
the victim recovers from his irrational fear. A victim is allowed to make a roll against his,
or her FEAR stat.

Fire - FIR
Range: 5m
Cost - 1
This spell allows the caster to conjure fire at will. It will allow one of the following
effects: Create a small explosion (deals D6 damage, or 2D6 to easily flammable targets,
see below), conjure a wall of fire for the standard duration (deals 3 damage to anyone
who attempts to cross, this effect costs 2 MANA points), or set light to anything that
could be lit with matches.
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Fire Bolt - HOT
Range: 5m
Cost - 1
Sorcery
This spell enables the spellcaster to hurl a short, stabbing blast of fire at one target from
the pointed finger of the caster or his, her staff. Unless the target manages to Dodge the
blast, or succeeds in rolling against DEXTERITY, it will be effective against any
creature, whether magical or not, unless that creature cannot be harmed by fire. The
fireball so created causes 1D6 of damage to STAMINA and severe burns on impact.

Flash - FLA
Range: 5m
Cost - 1
This simple but effective spell allows a caster to create a short but spectacular burst of
light to occur somewhere within ten metres of the caster. Anyone looking at the light will
be temporarily blinded for 1-6 minutes (roll for each person); they will spend that time
groping about, rubbing their eyes, falling over one another, and so on. Any character
surprised by the spell but successfully Testing for Luck will have managed to shut their
eyes in time and will not be affected.

Unless this is the case, note that the light will affect any characters with their eyes open –
and that includes the Heroes and spellcaster himself! Anyone may declare that they are
shutting their eyes (a very dangerous thing to do, if fending off a couple of dozen Orcs at
the time, of course), provided the spellcaster announces his intention of casting the spell.
Note further that Orcs and other barely intelligent adversaries may hear a shouted
warning and shut their eyes too; this can lead to all sorts of sophisticated tactics, even for
Heroes who have no intention of casting such a spell! This spell will work during a
magical Darkness or Fog, causing a two second burst of normal strength light to pierce
the gloom temporarily.

Giants Teeth - YOB
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost – 1 MANA per Giant (2 teeth)
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a number of Giants teeth as a vital ingredient of the spell. When cast
upon the teeth, the spellcaster magically creates an individual Giant there are a number of
different species of Giant, and the type created depend on the tooth.) The profile below is
for a Hill Giant.
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WITS
6

SENS
7

MANA
*

STR
8

DEX
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2
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*
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10

The Giant that appears varies from according to the species, however generally will be up
to five times the height of the average human. It can be commanded to fight an enemy or
will perform any given duties that it is instructed to carry out. The Giant will disappear
after 10 minutes duration.

Glowing Eyes - GLO
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
This causes the targets eyes to glow brightly in a deep sinister colour of the casters
choice. The caster can cancel it before it expires and the effect last for five minutes.

Goblins Teeth - GOB
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost – 1 MANA per goblin (2 teeth)
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a number of goblins teeth as a vital ingredient of the spell. When cast
upon the teeth, the spellcaster magically creates an individual Goblin with the profile
below.
WITS
6

SENS
8

MANA
*

STR
7

DEX
7

SKL
5

STA
5

ATT
1

LK
*

FR
*

These Goblins can be commanded to fight an enemy or will perform any given duties
they are instructed to carry out. They will disappear after 10 minutes duration.

Holy Command – HOL
Priest Spell
Range: 3 metres
Duration: 2 min
Cost - 1
This ritualistic spell may only be cast with the use of a priest’s holy symbol. Once cat a
priest may use the spells power to command any one intelligent victim with just one
word, and the victim will find himself completely powerless to resist. The word uttered
can be anything and enables the priest to order the victim to perform something that they
could normally do. The command ‘Die’, for example, would only work on a character
that was about to pass away. The effects of the command can be heard up to three metres
away, last two minutes, and may be resisted (at the referees discretion) by a Test for
Luck.
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Holy Spear - SPE
Priest Spell
Cost - 1
This spell is almost a duplicate of the Spellcaster Fire Bolt. It creates a bolt of light,
which will fly from the priest’s finger and strike any target within line of sight for D6
damage. It can be avoided by a test for luck, a dodge, a counter spell or a wall spell.

Ignite - IGN
Range: Touch (0m)
Cost - 1
This spell causes one readily flammable object to catch fire (typically with a small fire).
The caster must touch an object, but the range can be increased by 5 metres, for each
additional MANA point spent on the spell. An item is considered readily flammable if it
could be lit with matches; thus it will not affect most animals or plants. It only works on
small or very small items in size.

Illusion - KID
Range: 5m
Duration: 3 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a Bracelet of Bone as a vital ingredient of the spell. The Illusion spell
is a popular spell used by spellcaster’s and may only be cast while wearing the bracelet.
Once cast it is used to create an illusion that can convince any nominated person. For
example, the caster may convince a pursuing monster that there is a bridge over a gaping
chasm. The illusion will immediately be cancelled if anything happens to dispel the
illusion (for example the monster steps onto the bridge). Anyone wounded by an
illusionary weapon will appear to take damage, even to the point of unconsciousness, but
when the illusion wears off, will re-awaken and realise that it was all in the mind. The
illusion spell lasts for a maximum of three minutes and will not work on non-intelligent
creatures.

Ironhand - IRO
Range: Touch

Duration: 3 mins

Cost - 1
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This useful spell allows a caster to increase a target's SKILL by one point per MANA
point put into it's casting, with a simple touch. This allows the target's skill to exceed its
Initial value for the duration. Note that, no matter what a character’s SKILL, those
double 6’s will get them regardless!

Light - LIG
Range: 5m
Duration: 15 mins
Cost - 1
This spell creates an area of magical light, which glows with the same intensity as a
firebrand. It is usually cast upon the tip of a staff or torch. The spell lights up to 5 metres
round the caster, for up to fifteen minutes, but can be snuffed out at will by the caster.
The use of the darkness spell can extinguish the artificial light.

Locate Sacred Place - LOC
Priest Spell
Cost - 1
This spell when cast allows a priest to determine the exact direction to the nearest
location consecrated to the priest’s religion. This may be a temple, a sacred area or a
consecrated ruin or tomb. The feeling lasts only a few seconds and it is possible to get
lost again quickly.

Lock - LOK
Range: 5m
Duration: 15 mins
Cost - 1
This spell quite simply allows a spellcaster to magically lock a door, treasure chest or
whatever and stops it being opened by unauthorised persons. An Open Spell can remove
the spell, as well as the original spellcaster casting another Lock spell over the first (the
original spellcaster does not need to know the Open spell in order to remove the spell).

Luck - LUK
Range: 5m
Cost - 1
When cast, this spell allows a spellcaster to restore a targets LUCK score by 4 points. The
LUCK score can never exceed its initial level; any additional points are lost. The spell
cannot be cast while the spellcaster is in combat.

Metal Shield - WOK
Range: 2m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a coin as an ingredient of the spell. During casting, the spellcaster
places a coin upon the wrist of the target and casts the spell into it. The coin becomes
magically fixed upon the wrist and acts as an invisible shield with a protective circle of
just under two metres in diameter. The spell shields the target against all normal
weapons. Afterwards the coin can no longer be used as a coin.

Open - DOP
Range: 5m
Sorcery Epic

Cost - 1
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This spell is the opposite of the Lock Spell and upon casting allows a spellcaster to
magically open any lock, whether upon a door, treasure chest, spell book, window etc.
Casting the spell works directly upon the lock tumblers or simply undoes bolted locks.
The spell will not work on doors sealed by magic.

Peace - PEC
Range: 5m
Cost - 1
This spell works in much the same way as the spell Pacify, in that it calms down the
emotions of two or more people within five metres of the caster for 2-12 minutes
(Director rolls in secret). Anyone Testing for Luck is not affected by the spell, and any
strong aggressive action will break the spell. Spending further MANA points for every
two people the caster wishes to be affected may expand the effect of the spell.

Pebble Shot - POP
Range: 1m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This potent little spell is a less powerful version of Shatter and requires a fistful of small
pebbles as an ingredient of the spell. By casting the spell at the pebbles they are charged
with magic and can be thrown at a target to explode on impact with a loud bang. The
spell will generally break any small objects that could shatter and the referee will
determine these effects and reduce the chances of success through the use of modifiers. If
used on a living creature, the spells cause no real effect except to stun for 1 minute.

Personalise Spell - PER
Cost - 1
If you don’t wish to Restrain someone, but to bind him or her in awesome impressive
chains of glowing light, you can use this spell to add that personal touch. As you might
expect, serious Bad Guys use spells like these all the time in order to enhance their image
and reputations as highly individual and creative villains. Using personalise is very
simple: the spell caster simply decides what special effects he wishes to add to his spell,
the Director works out how many points are required (usually from 1 to 6), and that
number is added to the standard cost of the spell. As an example, casting a Fire bolt in the
form of a glowing dagger rather than the blast of light that requires 1 extra MANA point.
Conjuring the aforementioned chains of glowing light requires 3 extra MANA points.
Only one MAGIC Skill roll is required for both the original spell and the personalise.
Furthermore, for every 3 points spent put into making a spell of one’s own, the victims
must reduce their Test for Luck by 1 point.
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Razor Sharp - RAZ
Range: 1m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a bottle of beeswax as an ingredient of the spell. By rubbing the
beeswax upon any edged weapon (sword, axe, dagger etc.) and casting the spell a
spellcaster can magically enhance and sharpen the edge until it is razor sharp. During the
effect of the spell the weapon does double its normal damage.

Read Symbols - REA
Range: Caster only Duration: 5 mins
This allows the caster to read runes or magical text.

Silence - SIL
Priest Spell
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
This spell when cast allows a priest to bring down a veil of silence where there was once
noise. The spells effect lasts for 2-12 minutes (rolled by the referee), and covers area five
metres in diameter. Within the area, nothing makes any noise whatsoever.

Skill - SKL
Range: 5m
Cost - 1
As with the Luck spell, this spell allows a spellcaster to restore a targets SKILL score by
up to 4 points. The SKILL score can never exceed its initial level; any additional points
are lost. The spell cannot be cast while the spellcaster is in combat.
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Stamina - STA
Range: 5m
Cost - 1
As with the Luck and Skill spells, this spell allows a spellcaster to restore a targets
STAMINA score by up to 6 points. The STAMINA score can never exceed its initial
level; any additional points are lost. The spell cannot be cast while the spellcaster is in
combat.

Stench - NIF
Range: 10 m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a pair of nose plugs or a method of blocking the sense of smell. Upon
conjuring this spell, the spellcaster fills the air with a nauseating stench. The smell is so
horrible that it will cause any creature, which carries a whiff of it to vomit violently. It
will thus weaken any adversary with a fine sense of smell. The spell effect last for 5
minutes and extends 10 metres in diameter around the caster.

Strength - PEP
Range: 5 m
Sorcery
Cost - 1
This spell requires a potion of Fire Water as a vital ingredient of the spell. Casting the
spell with the contents of the potion will endow a spellcaster (or another chosen recipient)
with a STRENGTH skill of 12. Although the effects are temporary it is useful for lifting,
carrying or battering. It can be useful for getting heavy boulders out of the way, kicking
open locked doors and so on. The spell lasts for a maximum of one minute or one major
task and has a range of 5 metres.

Stone Dust - ROK
Range: 5m
Duration: Permanent Cost – 1
Sorcery
This spell requires a handful of Stone Dust as a vital ingredient of the spell. This is a very
unpleasant spell that enables a spellcaster to turn a target temporarily into stone. A Test
for Luck may be used to avoid the spell. Once cast upon the dust as it is thrown at a
target, the dust slowly petrifies a victim from the feet up, including any clothes and
equipment as it goes. Unlike the more powerful Petrify spell, this spell causes no damage
and merely holds a victim in the state for 15 minutes or until a Counter Spell is cast
against it, or the spellcaster who cast it is killed, whereupon the effects will reverse.

Stuck Fast - GUM
Range: 10 m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a vial of glue as a vital ingredient of the spell. Casting the spell with
the contents of the vial will create super sticky glue which bonds in less than a second.
Using the spell, a spellcaster can stick creatures to the floor or wall, although it is
necessary for the victim to come into contact with the glue from the vial. Throwing the
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vial at the creature’s feet using the standard missile rolls does this. The spells glue lasts
for 5 minutes.

Telepathy - TEL
Range: 10 m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a cloth skullcap as a vital ingredient of the spell. Casting the spell with
the aid of this cap enables the spellcaster to read the mind of any intelligent creature for 1
minute. With this spell, a caster can suddenly become tuned to other creature’s thoughts.
The spell doesn’t allow the spellcaster to read actual words or ideas, but it does allow him
to recognise creature’s emotions, general frame of mind, and discover information about
a characters strengths, weaknesses etc. For example, the spell can be used to reveal
whether someone, who appears to be friendly, actually is. It cannot work on inanimate
objects, unless they have some form of intelligence. The spell lasts for one minute and
has a range of 10 metres.

Thunder - THU
Range: 5m
Duration: 2 mins
Cost - 1
Like Flash above, this spell conjures up a stunning two–second special effect; in this
case, it is a deafening clap of thunder, which can be heard within twenty metres of the
caster. Anyone failing to get their hands over the ears in time (Test for Luck for anyone
who didn’t specifically state their intention to do so in time.) will be bale to do nothing
except mutter.
‘What on Titan? ’Eh! What did you say? And clutch their heads in agony for a few vital
moments. This spell may be cast in conjunction with Flash (as one spell, so far as time
and the Magic Skill Roll are concerned, but costing 2 MANA points) to really make an
impressive entrance.

Tongue Twister - TWI
Range: 5m
Duration: 2 mins
Cost - 1
This tangles the target's tongue temporarily, making them unable to speak properly. It is
particularly useful if used against an enemy sorcerer. Its range is increased by 5 metres
for each MANA point used to cast it. Its effect may be avoided by Test of Luck, however,
if used against a spell user the test is modified by the difference between the caster and
targets magic skills.
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Trick - DUD
Range: 5m
Duration: 3 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell is an earlier and simpler form of the Illusion spell and requires no Bracelet of
Bone to cast. The spell allows a spellcaster to create an illusion of treasure in its many
forms that can convince any nominated person. For example, the caster may create gold
coins, gems or jewels that can be used to distract, pay-off or bribe creatures. Unlike the
Illusion spell, these simple illusions do not dispel by touch and only disappear after a
maximum of five minutes.

Twin Self - KIN
Range: 10m
Duration: 3 mins
Cost - 1
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a most useful Illusion spell that requires a Gold-Backed Mirror as a
vital ingredient of the spell. Casting the spell with the mirror aimed at a creature enables
the spellcaster to produce an exact replica of any creature fought and its double is under
control of the caster, who can instruct it to fight. The illusion will fight with the same
strengths and weaknesses as the original – with only luck to separate their fate. The
illusion lasts for a maximum of three minutes, or until the end of combat and has a range
of 10 metres.

Ward - WAD
Range: 10m
Duration: 2 mins
Cost - 1
This unique conjuration allows a spellcaster to deflect a missile object such as an arrow,
spear or other object thrown at the caster. The ward effect forces the missile to pass
overhead and fall harmlessly to the ground.

Weakness - WEK
Range: 5m
Duration: 2 mins
Cost - 1
This spell allows a spellcaster to reduce a victim’s SKILL score by 1D6 points (roll1 die)
and lasts for five minutes.
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LEVEL TWO
SPELLS
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …
Animate – Matter/ Priest
(ANI) (2)
Blind – Priest
Breach - Matter
(BCH) (2)
Breathe – Body/ Priest
Combine – Circle/ Priest
(COM) (2)
Concentrate – Mind/ Priest
Consume – Body/ Priest
(SUM) (2)
Counter Spell – Circle/Priest
Darksee - Body
(SEE) (2)
Detect Trap – Mind
Demoralise – Mind
(SAP) (2)
Dim-Witted – Mind
Distant Sight – Priest
(DIS) (2)
Element Commune – Priest
Ensure – Circle/ Priest
(ENS) (+2) ESP - Mind
Farseeing - Mind
(SEE) (2)
Fog - Matter
Force Bolt - Matter
(FOR) (2)
Languages - Mind
Levitation - Matter
(FAL) (2)
Magic Arrow – Mind
Mine Dart – Priest
(MID) (2)
Mirror Selves - Mind
Pace – Body
(DOZ) (2)
See through - Matter
Sentry - Matter/ Priest
(SET) (2)
Shatter - Matter
Sleep– Matter/Mind
(SLP) (2)
Starry Orb - Matter
Strong Arm - Body
(STR) (2)
Sure Shot - Matter
Summon – Soul/ Priest
(SUM) (2)
Where’s Home - Circle

(BLI) (2)
(BRE) (2)
(CEN) (2)
(MAG)(2)
(SUS) (2)
(DIM) (2)
(ELC) (2)
(ESP) (2)
(FOG) (2)
(RAP) (2)
(ARO) (2)
(MIR) (2)
(TRW) (2)
(SHA) (2)
(SRR) (2)
(SUR) (2)
(HOM)(2)

Animate - ANI
Range: 5m
Duration: 2 mins
Cost - 2
This spell enables a caster to animate object of small size, or up to six objects of very
small size for a period of two minutes. The spell is common among mystics in the
marketplaces of Arantis, which they use to animate rope tricks. The range can be
increased 5 metres for each extra MANA point spent on the spell. Doubling the MANA
points spent may double the number of objects. Spending 4 points allows command of
one medium sized object, 6 points one large object, and 8 points one very large object.
Any animated object may do whatever the caster bids, and the duration can be increased
by one minute per extra MANA point spent. If the object is involved in a fight, their
attack strength is based on the casters magic score. If it looses, it will loose its animation.

Blind - BLI
Priest Spell
Range: 3m
Duration: 1D6 minutes
Cost - 2
This nasty spell enables a priest to magically blind one victim temporarily, within three
metres of the caster. The victim should be allowed to Test for Luck to resist the effect; if
they fail, the blindness lasts for 1-6 minutes. The reverse of this spell cannot cure natural
blindness.
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Breach - BCH
Range: 5m
Area: 1m³
Cost - 2
This spell uses a form of element control and is used to smash through stonewalls, and is
therefore especially useful in a battle or during a siege. The spell has a range of 5 metres,
or more if additional MANA points are expended to increase the range by 5 metres for
every Mana point cast. One cubic metre per two extra MANA points used increases the
volume affected (thus a block measuring nine cubic metres requires the spending of a
whopping 18 MANA Points, and that’s before the range is taken into consideration!). The
stone affected by the spell is reduced to rubble, allowing passage through its defences
equal to half the size affected by the spell.

Breathe - BRE
Range: Touch
Duration: 15 mins
Cost - 2
This spell allows the target to breathe in environments where there is little or no oxygen.
It is especially useful when venturing underwater or passing through cavern systems full
of acrid gases. The spell lasts for 15 minutes per casting; for lengthier periods, the spell
Gills would prove far more useful.

Combine - COM
Cost – 2+
This spell allows a spellcaster to combine two spells, which would not nominally work
together, allowing them to be cast simultaneously in a combat round. Note that all spells
must all be checked for separately, and if any of them fails then NONE of the spells will
work. So you get twice the effects at three times the risk of failure. This spell may be cast
multiple times per turn.

Concentrate - CEN
Cost – 2+
This spell is cast at the same time as the spell with duration. It allows the spell to be
recast automatically and immediately when the original runs out – without wasting time
or having to re-roll against one’s Magic Skill. Note that this spell must be cast
successfully, and that this does not work if the original is counter spelled.

Consume - SUM
Range: 5m

Area: 1m³

Cost - 2
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This spell allows the caster to envelop an area or object in fire (large fire) sufficient to
destroy it. The area affected or object must be burnable, but not necessarily flammable.
The target can be a living thing, but in this case they get a test for luck to avoid the
effects and can take appropriate action to put out the flames.
The area affected by the standard spell is one cubic metre, from a distance of up to five
metres. The range can be increased by 5 metres per extra MANA point used, and the
volume can be increased by 1m³ for each 2 extra MANA expended.

Counter Spell - MAG
Range: 5m
Area: 1m³
Cost – 2+
Sorcery
This powerful protective spell is a common conjuration with many spellcaster’s for it
enables them to neutralise any spell, or more especially any attacking spell. When used,
the spell will automatically cost the spellcaster MANA points equal to the cost of the
original spell being cancelled, plus a further 1 MANA point and any special penalties
which may affect the caster. Further-more, for Counter Spell to work successfully, the
caster must reduce his Magic Special Skill by the MANA cost of the incoming spell
before trying to cancel it. The spell works only on spells cast against the caster. The
caster still pays the MANA points even if the Counter Spell fails.
For example: cancel a Fire Bolt spell cast at a hero with a Magic Special Skill of 12 costs
him 2 MANA points, if he can roll 11 or less on 2D6. Cancelling out a Death spell,
though, would cost him 11 MANA points (and, in that case, also cost him a year of his
life) if he could somehow roll 2 or less on 2D6.
Note: This spell is the same for both priest and spellcaster’s, however, Counter Spell will
not cancel a priest spell if cast by a spellcaster and vice versa.

Darksee - SEE
Range: 5m
Duration: 20 mins
Cost - 2
This spell grants the target the darkseeing abilities of a dwarf (i.e.; enough points in
Darkseeing to raise this skill to 12) when cast within 5 metres of the caster. The spells
duration is 20 minutes.

Demoralise - SAP
Range: 10 m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 2
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a cloth skullcap as a vital ingredient of the spell. Casting the spell with
the aid of this cap enables the spellcaster to demoralise the mind of any intelligent
creature for 1 minute. With this spell, a caster can suddenly overwhelm a creature’s
thoughts to make it easier to persuade them or demoralise them to win in combat. The
spell lasts for one minute and has a range of 10 metres.

Detect Trap - SUS
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Range: 10m
Sorcery
This spell when cast
not, however, reveal
own initiative. Once
trap.

Duration: 5 mins

Cost - 2

enables a spellcaster to detect all traps within a 10m radius. It will
how to overcome these traps. This must be done by the characters
cast it will indicate to a spellcaster whether or not to beware of a

Dim-Witted - DIM
Range: 5 m
Duration: 3 mins
Cost - 2
Sorcery Epic
This good defensive spell when cast enables a spellcaster to mentally muddle the WITS
of any intelligent creature, causing temporarily confusion. When cast, a caster has to be
cautious as a creature can become deranged and may act irrationally and unpredictable.
The spell lasts for three minute and has a range of 5 metres.

Distant Sight – DIS
Range: 10m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 2
Using this particular spell, allows a priest to see around corners and even behind them. It
creates a magical invisible eye that is carried by a spirit sent by the caster’s deity, which
can be up to 10 metres away. The spell lasts for 5 minutes (but can be cancelled earlier)
and can be used to peer in any desired direction, just as if the caster was looking. The eye
cannot get inside anywhere the priest could not (so it could not get inside a locked room
for example), but it can change the viewpoint as many times as the caster wishes, for the
duration of the spell.

Element Commune – ELC
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 2
This spell is normally reserved for the most powerful Priests whose religion is associated
with a particular element. When used, the caster can converse with a mass of the
particular element; upon casting, awareness grows in the substance and a rough mouth
forms in order to speak. Thus, the spell could be used to ask a sword who its last owner
was or a road could be quizzed on the riders who had just passed. The Referee will
determine what exact responses will be – obviously, unless the questions are phrased
extremely carefully, in many cases the answers will be all but useless! The spell allows
the asking of three questions, or lasts for 5 minutes,
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Ensure - ENS (2+)

Cost - 2
This spell is normally reserved for the most powerful spell casters. When cast at the same
time as another spell it provides a better chance of avoiding the effects of miscast spells
and fumbles.
Up to eleven points may be spent on this spell. You must then attempt to roll equal to or
less than the number of points put into this spell, and if successful you don't have to roll
on the Oops! Table. Note that the spell still fails; you just don't have to roll on the Oops!
Table. Note also that you do NOT have to roll for the ensure spell as it is considered part
of the original spell and is cast automatically.

ESP - ESP
Range: 10m
Duration: 2 mins
Cost – 2+
This spell does not require the cloth skullcap and is a more powerful version of the
Telepathy spell. It works in a similar fashion to the less powerful spell and when cast
enables the spellcaster to read the mind of any intelligent creature for 1 minute. With this
spell, a caster can suddenly become tuned to other creature’s thoughts. As with the other
spell it doesn’t allow the spellcaster to read actual words or ideas, but it does allow him to
recognise creature’s emotions, general frame of mind, and discover information about a
characters strengths, weaknesses etc. It cannot work on inanimate objects, unless they
have some form of intelligence and lasts for one minute and has a range of 10 metres.
Should a spellcaster expend additional MANA points, the spell can increase the range by
5 metres for every MANA point cast.

Farseeing - SEE
Range: 0
Duration: 10 mins
Cost - 2
This spell requires an Orb of Crystal as a vital ingredient of the spell. The spell may only
be cast in conjunction with the Orb and endows the spellcaster with the eyesight of an
eagle, allowing him to see in minute detail for a distance of up to five kilometres, and, in
less detail, even further. It should be remembered, though, that even eagles couldn’t see
through things like hills or walls. The effect lasts for ten minutes, but can be cancelled at
the will of the caster.

Fog - FOG
Range: 15m
Duration: 15 mins
Cost - 2
Sorcery
This spell is similar to Darkness, but it covers a much larger area (fifteen metres around
the caster) for a greater length of time (fifteen minutes). The fog created is thick and dark
grey, negating Dark Seeing and making just about any activity impossible. The spell is
reversible and, used in this way, clears away this or any other fog.

Force Bolt - FOR
Range: 5m

Cost - 2
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This spell is similar to the Fire Bolt spell and enables the spellcaster to deliver a lightning
bolt from the pointed finger of the caster or his, her staff. The spell causes 1D6 of
damage to his STAMINA and there is no way of avoiding the bolt, except by Counter
Spell or Wall.

Language - RAP
Range: Caster Only Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 2
Sorcery Epic
This spell requires a locket of Green Hair or a green haired wig as a vital ingredient of the
spell. The spell may only be cast in conjunction with the hair and endows the caster, or a
target with the equivalent of a Languages Special Skill of 12 in any non-human language.

Levitate - FAL
Range: 10m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 2
Sorcery
Any spellcaster possessing this spell may cast it upon an object, opponent or himself. It
enables the spellcaster to counter the effects of gravity and causes him to float freely up
or down in the air under the caster’s control. For more controlled movement a spellcaster
requires the more powerful Fly spell. The levitation lasts for a maximum of five minutes,
however, the spell can be recast in mid-flight (though, naturally, successful recasting
requires another Magic Special Skill roll!). If the levitation wears off, the object will
glide slowly down back to earth rather than dropping rapidly. It is most useful when a
spellcaster is caught in a pit trap or falls from a considerable height.

Magic Arrow - ARO
See Force Bolt (above)

Cost - 2

Mind Dart - MID
Priest
Cost - 2
This spell works in almost the exact same way as the Spellcaster magic spell Force Bolt,
except that the priest produces an invisible missile of power, which the victim will feel
but not see.
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Mirror Selves - MIR
Range: 10m
Duration: 3 mins
Cost - 2
This is a high-class illusion spell is a more powerful version of the Twin spell without the
need to carry a gold-backed mirror. Once cast it enables a spellcaster to convince a victim
or target that the spellcaster has become three people. If fighting against the caster, the
victim has only a one in three chance of choosing the right target. However, all three will
attack at once, and all three casters may wound the victim! The illusion lasts for a
maximum of three minutes, or until the end of combat and has a range of 10 metres.

Pace - DOZ
Range: 10 m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 2
Sorcery Epic
This spell is a variation of the Sleep spell and allows a caster to magically reduce targets
movements and reactions to about a sixth of its normal speed. Thus the target, for
example a creature will appear to move as if in a dream sequence, making it much more
easier to evade or defeat. The Pace spell lasts for a maximum of five minutes, or until the
end of combat and has a range of 10 metres.

See through - TRW
Cost - 2
This spell allows the caster to see through up to one meter of material as though it were
totally transparent as a pane of glass, revealing what lies beyond. The basic spell allows a
caster to see through something up to one metre thick. Each extra MANA point used to
cast this spell allows either an extra meter of material to be seen through or an extra
person (who must be touched) to see through.

Sentry - SET
Range: 20m
Duration: 12 hours Cost - 2
This spell is commonly used by spellcaster when travelling alone. It allows a spellcaster
to create an invisible sentry that can be placed anywhere up to twenty metres from the
spellcaster, for up to twelve hours. If used to guard a camp, corridor, etc, it will cover the
four major points of the compass and alert the caster if anyone the caster would regard as
trouble approaches. If guarding a camp four sentry's will be required, one for each major
compass point. Each covers a 90° arc to it's front facing (so if camped at the base of a
cliff, only two would suffice.
Such spells are often cast on doors, the lid of a treasure chest or other objects such as a
purse that would raise an alarm when stolen.

Shatter - SHA
Range: 5m
Volume: 1m³
Cost - 2
This spell works in a similar way to Consume and when cast causes objects to be
consumed by fire causing it to shatter. The spell can be cast on anything that can break,
though the Director will reduce the chances of success through the use of modifiers.
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Spending an additional 1 MANA point per extra 5 metres increases the range, and the
volume increased by 1m³ for each two MANA spent. Modifiers will be applied
depending on the hardness of the object. If used on a living creature, the creature is
allowed a test for luck to avoid. The item to be shattered must be visible to the caster.

Sleep - SLP
Range: 10m
Duration: 5 minutes Cost - 2
This spell allows a caster to magically send one victim to sleep for five minutes. If the
victim is wounded while asleep, he will immediately awaken (unless killed by the injury,
of course).

Starry Orb – SRR
Cost – 2
Using this spell, a magnificent ball of glowing magical light and fire is created in the air
up to ten metres away from the spell caster. The orb is so wondrous that it can distract
and even hypnotise those who see it at close quarters (anyone within three metres).
Creatures and characters of average intelligence or less will be hypnotised by its beauty
four times out of six. Those of High Intelligence (almost all humanoids, including
humans) must Test for Luck or roll against their WITS, or else stare, transfixed in a
hypnotic trance. The orb lasts for three minutes, but the spell can be recast before it runs
out.

Strong Arm – STR
Duration: 10 mins
Cost – 2
This spell works in exactly the same way as the Sure Shot spell but is applied to a
specific hand-held weapon, a fist or a claw, raising the appropriate Special Skill (or
SKILL stat) by 2 points for 10 minutes.

Sure Shot – SUR
Duration: 10 mins
Cost – 2
This simple spell adds 2 points to one nominated characters Bow, Crossbow, Javelin or
Throwing Dagger Special Skill (or SKILL when applied to a particular missile weapon),
for a period of ten minutes or one battle, whichever is the shorter.

Summon - SUM
Cost - 2
This handy spell allows a spellcaster to magically summon any needed object that is
required, whether food, a weapon, an animal or even a person. The sole requirement for
the spell is that the spellcaster has a vital ingredient, a small sample belonging to the
desired item. Thus to summon a loaf of bread the caster must have some bread. To
summon a horse the caster must have some horsehair.
The basic spell allows the spellcaster to summon items up to Very Small size, a process
that takes a full 10 minutes. The spell requires ten minutes of uninterrupted
concentration, and an each two extra MANA points, and ten extra minutes of
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concentration are needed to increase the size to Small, then to Medium, to Large and to
Very Large.

Where's Home? - HOM
Range: 0
Duration: 1minute
Cost - 2
This spell is common among travelling spellcaster’s is an invaluable aid where far from
home or lost. The spell when conjured lets the spell caster know the exact direction his or
her home. The spell can also be used in perilous situations when information about the
safest way of escape is desired. Note that the sense only lasts a few seconds, so it is
possible to get lost again quickly.
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LEVEL THREE
SPELLS
Charm – Mind
(GOD) (3)
Crystal Sight – Mind
Jump - Matter
(JUM) (3)
Six Selves – Mind
Wits – Mind
(DUM (3)
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …

(FAR) (3)
(SIX) (3)

Charm - GOD
Range: 2m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 3
Sorcery Epic
This spell is a popular Illusion spell that can only be performed if the caster is wearing a
Jewel of Gold, which is an ingredient of the spell. When the spell is cast, 1D6 creatures
or humans within ten metres take an immediate liking to the spellcaster. This does not
mean that the y will not fight, if it is their duty they will be more likely to give
information that they would not normally give. They may even help the caster in spite of
their normally being hostile. Those of High Intelligence (almost all humanoids, including
humans) must Test for Luck or roll against their WITS, or else be charmed. The spell lasts
for three minutes, but the spell can be recast before it runs out.

Jump - JUM
Range: Touch
Duration: 3 minutes Cost - 3
This spell allows the caster or touched target to perform spectacular leaps over walls or
across pits. A distance of ten meters horizontally, or six meters vertically can be cleared
using this spell.

Transmute - ZIP
Range: Caster Only Duration: 10 mins
Cost - 3
Sorcery Epic
This spell is an invaluable aid in close battle and is requires that the spellcaster is wearing
a Ring of Green Metal (Jade) as a vital ingredient of the spell. The spell may only be cast
in conjunction with the ring which when cast, endows the caster with the ability to
disappear, and reappear a short distance away. The spell is a less powerful form of the
Teleport Spell and can transport the caster through materials such as wood and clay, but
is blocked by stone, metal and the like. It can be unreliable, though – and occasionally it
has disastrous results.

Crystal Sight - FAR
Range: 2 days
Sorcery

Duration: 5 minutes Cost – 3
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In conjunction with an Orb of Crystal, this unusual spell allows a spellcaster to glimpse
very brief scenes from the future, typically from the forthcoming life of one or more
individual persons. The future in this case can be no more than 2 days ahead. The spell is
a less powerful version of the See Future spell and the Orb must be held in the hands as
the spell is recited. Very little control can be exercised on what is seen and images are
often brief and confusing and cannot be relied upon to represent exactly what will
happen. (Note to Referee: the use of this spell requires careful planning on your part,
since at least some information you pass to your players will happen to their characters at
some point in the future. Don’t predict things that you know won’t happen; however,
visions can (and should) be distortions rather than literal representations of the future. If
you are unhappy with the spell don’t allow its use in the game.)

Six Selves - SIX
Range: 10m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 3
Sorcery
This high-class illusion spell is a more powerful version of the Mirror Selves spell and
can be used without the need to carry a gold-backed mirror. Once cast it enables a
spellcaster to convince a victim or target that the spellcaster has become six people. All
of the illusions are identical to the caster and will appear to cast spells and attack on
command. If fighting against the caster, the victim has only a one in six chance of
choosing the right target. However, all six will attack at once, and all six casters may
wound the victim! The illusion lasts for a maximum of five minutes, or until the end of
combat and has a range of 10 metres.

Wits - DUM
Range: 10 m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 3
Sorcery Epic
This spell when cast enables the spellcaster to mentally reduce the mind of any intelligent
creature to a WITS score of 1. The spell is a more powerful version of the Dim-witted
spell. With this spell, a caster can suddenly induce a creature to become clumsy and
uncoordinated. It will drop objects, fumble to pick them up or fall over as if drugged. The
spell lasts for five minute and has a range of 10 metres.
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LEVEL FOUR
SPELLS
All Heal - Soul
(ALL) (4)
Arrow-Snake - Matter
Bolt of Power – Priest
(BOP) (4)
Command – Mind - Priest
Counter Magic/Priest
(MAG)(4)
Curse – Priest
Element Control - Matter
(EMC) (4)
Explode - Matter
Find - Circle
(HOW)(4)
Fly -Matter
Gills -Body
(GIL) (4)
Grand Illusion - Mind
Grow - Matter
(BIG) (4)
Invisibility - Body
Lightning Blast – Matter
(ZAP) (4)
Magic Bridge - Matter
Most Blessed – Priest
(MOB) (4)
Poison/Cure - Body
Purify – Priest
(PUR) (4)
Remove Curse – Priest
Restrain - Matter
(RES) (4)
Shrink – Body
Speak to animals – Mind
(YAP) (4)
Speak with the Dead - Priest
Spectacular Image- Mind* (SPE) (4)
Spirit Wall - Priest
Wall – Matter
(FOF) (4)
Weather Control – Matter*
* Both Spectacular Image and Weather Control are also Priest Spells
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …

(ARR) (4)
(LAW) (4)
(CUR) (4)
(EXP) (4)
(FLY) (4)
(GRD) (4)
(INV) (4)
(BRD) (4)
(POI) (4)
(REM) (4)
(SRK) (4)
(SWD) (4)
(SWL) (4)
(WEA) (4)

All Heal - ALL
Range: 0 (touch)
Duration: 3 minutes Cost - 2
This powerful spell enables a caster to magically restore one target’s SKILL, STAMINA
and LUCK to their initial values. It cannot be cast while the spellcaster is in the middle of
combat or otherwise engaged.

Arrow Snake - ARR
Range: 10m
Duration: 5 minutes Cost - 4
This strange spell enables a caster to magically transform an arrow into a poisonous
snake when notched and ready for firing (with a SKILL of 10 and STAMINA 4) which
instantly bites and wounds the archer. The snake automatically inflicts 4 points of
damage, before slithering away.

Bolt of Power - BOP
Priest
Range: 5 metres
Cost - 4
This spell will create a bolt of spiritual force that deals 2D6+2 damage. Five meters per 2
extra MANA points spent can increase the basic range. It can be stopped only by a Wall
or Counter spell.

Command - LAW
Range: 5m

Duration: 30s
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Sorcery
This spell allows the caster to command one creature or object (or related group of items,
such as a pile of gold pieces) of up to normal size to do their bidding. Spending an extra 2
points will increase this limit to large, and an additional 2 to very large. If cast on a
creature, then a Test of Luck roll is permitted. The command cannot be something that
would directly threaten the subject (e.g.: it could not be to stab yourself through the heart,
but could be to keep walking over that precipice [I don't understand it either, but that's the
example Allansia uses] or attack your friends), nor can it be anything the target couldn't
normally do (e.g.: you can't command a Clawbeast to fly round the room). Inanimate
objects tend to be far more forthcoming, and can be commanded to do just about
anything.

Counter Magic - MAG
Priest
Cost - 4
Apart from the higher starting cost, and the fact that it affects arcane spells, this works in
exactly the same way as the priest spell Counter-spell.

Curse - CUR
Priest
Range 3m
Cost - 4
This particularly nasty spell will initially do the same amount of damage as the priest put
into casting the spell. The victim will then loose one stamina point per day until the curse
is removed or they die. Points lost through a curse cannot be restored by normal means. A
sufficiently powerful priestly counter-spell would remove the effects. A curse spell cast
backwards (see: Blacksand) would remove the curse only if performed by a priest of the
same religion.

(Element) Control - EMC
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost – 4
Volume: 1m³
When this spell is selected, the sorcerer selects one of the following elements: Air, Cold,
Earth, Fire (also called heat), Metal, Plant, Stone, and Water.
The spell is set to that element type. Thus for the full range of elements to be controlled
the spell would need to be taken eight times. The volume can be increased by 1m³ per 2
extra MANA points spent, the duration by 5 mins per 2 extra points, and the range by 5
metres per extra MANA point. It allows the summoning or manipulation of an amount of
the element of the appropriate volume. Note that this spell becomes more difficult if
precious substances are involved. If this spell is used to replicate the effects of another
spell (e.g.: Hurricane, earthquake), it may be done so for the relevant number of MANA
points plus two (you pay for the increased flexibility).

Explode - EXP
Range: 5m
Volume: 1m³
Cost - 4
This spell causes one object with the appropriate volume to explode violently, as though
by a massive amount of gunpowder. One cubic meter per four MANA points and also 5
metres per two extra MANA points expended may increase the volume. The spell
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requires fifteen minutes of uninterrupted concentration per m³ to be affected. Note that
the blast will cover an area equal to twice the volume in every direction (e.g.: exploding
2m³ will give a blast extending 4m in every direction. Living objects to be targeted are
allowed a test for luck to avoid. Anyone within the blast will suffer D6 damage per m³,
reduced by D6 per meter from the epicentre (e.g.: if 4m³ are exploded, someone three
meters away will only suffer D6 damage).

Find - HOW
Range: 0m
Duration: 1 minutes Cost - 4
Sorcery
The Find spell is a handy conjuration that allows a spellcaster to find anything from a
seam of gold in a mine to the exit from a maze. Although it cannot detect emotions
(someone’s evil thoughts for example) once cast it enables the spellcaster to gather
information from thoughts and feelings left in the surroundings about the safest way of
escape and indication towards an exit. It can also be useful for determining which
direction an object that is sought lies. It should be remembered that the direction is
suggested only in terms of a compass point, and no distance is specified. The sensation of
knowing the direction lasts in the mind for one minute.

Fly - FLY
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 minutes Cost - 4
This spell is an advanced Levitation spell that enables a caster, an object, or opponent to
fly in any direction in the air. It enables the spellcaster to counter the effects of gravity
and fly freely under the caster’s control. The Fly spell lasts for a maximum of five
minutes, and can be recast in mid-flight (though, naturally, successful recasting requires
another Magic Special Skill roll!). If the Fly spell wears off, the object will glide slowly
down back to earth rather than dropping rapidly.

Gills - GIL
Range: Touch
Duration: Permanent Cost - 4
This spell replaces the recipient’s normal breathing arrangement with gills - very useful
for underwater adventuring. When cast on an unwilling target (to suffocate them in the
air for example), a test for luck is allowed to avoid its effects. It lasts until the caster
wants it to end, or it is ended by a remove curse or counter spell.

Grand Illusion - GRD
Range: 10 metres
Duration: 3 minutes Cost - 4
This spell is an advance on the Illusion spell. Any spellcaster possessing this spell may
create more powerful illusions and sophisticated illusions. The spell allows a caster to
trick as many people or targets as the spellcaster Magic Special Score. Hence, someone
with a Magic Special Skill of 12 may trick up to twelve people with the same illusion. In
all other respects the illusion works in exactly the same way as the Illusion Spell,
including a maximum duration of three minutes. The spell can be recast before it runs
out.
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Grow - BIG
Range: 5 metres
Duration: 3 minutes Cost - 4
Sorcery
This spell enables a spellcaster to increase the size of an objects or person’s size. Once
cast the target will grow to half its size again, in all directions. Hence a shield metre
across will grow another half-metre, while a two-metre man will become three metres
tall! Note that person’s clothes will not expand along with the body. The spell lasts three
minutes and can be recast before it runs out. Casting the spell again on a subject during
the duration of the initial spell increases the size half gain, and so on! Caution must be
exercised in confined spaces.

Invisibility - INV
Range: 10 metres
Duration: 3 minutes Cost - 4
This invisibility spell enables a caster (or a target) to turn completely invisible for three
minutes. The spell doesn’t however, turn clothes or Armour invisible, and those invisible
have to remain aware that they still make sounds, cast shadows and leave footprints.

Lightning Blast - ZAP
Range: 5 metres
Cost - 4
Sorcery
This is an extremely powerful offensive spell, which when cast enables the spellcaster to
deliver a blast of lightning which shoots from the caster’s hand or staff aimed in the
desired direction. It is effective against virtually all-living creatures which have no
magical defences and the bolt spell delivers 4-14 (2D6+2) damage to one target. It can
only be stopped by a Wall, Wall of Power, or Counter spell. Its range can be increased by
5 metres per 2 extra MANA points spent.
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Magic Bridge - BRD
Duration: 5 minutes
Cost - 4
This spell creates five meters of bridge, plus an extra five meters per four extra MANA
points used. It is wide enough for one person; this is increased by one per four stamina
points expended. The bridge is strong enough to hold a number of people equal to the
number of stamina points spent on its creation. It will begin to fade from sight one minute
before it is due to disappear, giving everyone plenty of time to panic.

Most Blessed - MOB
Priest
Range 3m
Cost - 4
This special blessing bestows the priest with the ability to allow any one character (and
not the caster) to automatically successfully make any one die roll, regardless of the
circumstances (within the capabilities of the character – this spell won’t allow for
miracles!) The spell has a range of three metres and can be reversed, to ensure characters
automatically fail one die roll (though the director may still allow a victim to Test for
Luck to avoid the spells effects).

Poison (Cure) - POI
Range: Touch (0m)
Duration: Permanent Cost - 4
This dangerous spell enables a spellcaster to change any small amount of liquid or edible
item into a deadly poison. Used in conjunction with a Fog Spell, it can create a deadly
gas. If the spellcaster is touching the bare flesh of another being when the spell is cast,
they are poisoned (a Test for Luck is however allowed). The poison delivers as much
damage as the number of MANA put into its casting, plus a further two points (thus a
spellcaster must use more than 4 MANA points to create especially powerful poison).
The reverse of this spell Cure can cure a poisoned character of ill effects, up to the
MANA cost of the spell, plus a further 1-point. It can also purify poisoned food or liquid,
removing a similar amount.

Purify - PUR
Priest
Range 3m
Cost - 4
This priest ritual spell works like the reverse of the Poison spell, removing the venom
from food, drink, or even a victim’s body. Furthermore, if used against a truly evil or
undead being, it will cause them to recoil for a few seconds, perhaps giving the priest
time to escape from their clutches. It has a range of three metres and works
instantaneously.

Remove Curse - REM
Priest
Cost - 4
This miracle removes a curse from any religion. It will also allow a hero to relinquish a
cursed item. It requires a ritual lasting one hour per point put into the curse to be
removed, and costs that many stamina points to cast.

Restrain - RES
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Range: 20 metres
Duration: 3 minutes Cost - 4
This Restrain spell is a powerful spell that allows a caster to hold a nominated target in
magical bonds. The bonds are invisible and hold any target rooted to the spot, unable to
move, for up to three minutes. Any target restrained in this way will still be able to
breathe and move their eyes, but not do much more. Objects measuring more than three
metres cubed can be held in place – so a boulder can be temporarily stopped from falling
while a glacier could not.

Shrink - SHK
Range: 10 metres
Duration: 3 minutes Cost - 4
This Shrink spell is the reverse of Grow, and allows a caster to shrink a living or
inanimate object down half its size in all directions. The spell lasts three minutes and can
be recast before it runs out. Casting the spell again on a subject during the duration of the
initial spell decreases the size half gain, and so on!

Speak to animals - YAP
Range: 10 metres
Duration: 10 minutes Cost - 4
Sorcery
This spell requires a locket of Green Hair or a green haired wig as a vital ingredient of the
spell. The spell may only be cast in conjunction with the hair and endows the caster, or a
target with the equivalent of a Languages Special Skill of 12 in the bizarre tongues used
by animals and lower creatures. It should be noted that animals have limited intelligence
and thus conversations will not be dramatic. The spell lasts ten minutes and has a range
of 10 metres.

Speak with the Dead - SWD
Priest Spell
Range: 10 metres
Cost - 4
The total wisdom of the ancients was vast indeed and, using this complicated spell a
priest can tune into the knowledge of a bygone age. The spell takes at least one hour to
cast, and usually takes the form of a séance in the priest’s temple or other sacred and
protected place.
Once the spell is almost cast all present within the area of the spells effect have to join
hands and concentrate. The priest makes the Magic roll to see if the spell works. If it does
the spirit of the deceased will make its voice known and may be questioned. The referee
will work out just what information the spirit knows, and who materialises if the priest
does not know who to speak to or what happens if he fails his roll. In the case of a double
– 6 roll, a minor or even major Demon could appear and attempt to possess the priest (use
the rules given in the spell description Supernatural Being, above).

Spectacular Image - SPE
Cost - 4
This spell allows the sorcerer to make a truly impressive entrance. It is a form of illusion
spell, and can thus be used to allow the sorcerer to appear in practically any way desired.
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It is not limited in how many people it can fool. Effects could include: rising from a
newly opened crack in the ground, descending on a cloud, thunder, lightning, brightly
coloured lights, a flock of illusionary bats, howling of wolves, etc.
The sorcerer must specify the exact appearance wished, and will be informed by the
director if a few extra MANA points are required. Be creative! Note that this spell does
do something useful in that anyone witnessing such an appearance will be truly
impressed, if not scared witless, by this spell, and that reaction rolls should be modified
accordingly. Also note that entire armies can be affected since there's no upper limit to
the targets.

Spirit Wall - SWL
Priest Spell
Range: 5 metres
Duration: 5 minutes
Cost - 4
This Priest spell is very similar to spellcaster Wall, and allows a caster to create an
invisible wall, which can keep out all undead as well as ghosts and poltergeists. It cannot
keep out supernatural beings such as Demons or Demonspawn. The spell lasts for five
minutes and has a range of 5 metres in diameter around wherever the caster sets its effect.
It will disappear if touched by anything inside the wall.

Wall - WAL
Range: 5 metres
Duration: 5 minutes
Cost - 4
Sorcery
This spell creates an invisible wall around an area five metres in diameter, through which
nothing can pass, for a maximum of five minutes. The spell can withstand arrows, swordblows, people, and monsters; although not spells (a Counter Spell may remove the wall).
It will disappear if touched by anything inside the wall and can be set wherever the caster
wants to place it.

Weather Control -WEA
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 mins
Cost - 4
This spell allows the caster to alter the weather. It allows for 'unusual' weather to be
summoned; a strong wind to suddenly spring up, or start to rain heavily. This weather
will affect a circle centred on the caster. The range can be increased 5 metres for each 2
extra MANA points, and the duration increased by 5 minutes likewise.
The cost of changing the weather depends on the severity of the change desired,
converting rain to a thunderstorm would require only the basic spell, causing a blizzard
on a hot summers day would require far more, typically 8 MANA points, plus duration
and area considerations. Mimicking the weather controlling effects of another spell can
generally be achieved for the cost of that spell plus two (you pay for the extra flexibility),
dependant of course on the existing conditions; turning a gale into a Hurricane could
probably be done more cheaply than the mimicked spell.
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LEVEL FIVE
SPELLS
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …
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LEVEL SIX
SPELLS
Assume Shape - Priest
(SHP) (6)
Banish Spirit - Priest
(SPI) (6)
Banish Undead - Soul
(BAN) (6)
Cockroach – Matter
(COK) (6)
Consecrate – Priest
(CSC) (6+) Enchant item - Circle
(ENT) (6)
Exchange Shape - Body
(EXC) (6)
Hurricane - Matter
(HUR) (6)
Petrify - Matter
(STN) (6)
Resurrection- Soul
(RES) (6)
See Future - Mind
(FUT) (6)
Speak to Supernatural Being (SUP) (6)
Teleport - Circle
(TEL) (6)
Wall of Power - Matter/Priest (FOF) (6)
Web - Matter
(WEB) (6)
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …

Assume Shape -SHP
Priest Spell
Duration: 1 hour
Cost - 4
This spell allows the priest to assume the shape of an animal sacred to the priest’s deity.
The priest will retain their own characteristics unless those of the animal are better (and
these will be reduced proportionately to any losses the priest has suffered, e.g.: a priest
with stamina score 18 has suffered 9 points of damage. He becomes a creature of stamina
20, but since he has lost half his stamina points this score is reduced to 10). The animal
will be a large healthy specimen, whatever it's type. The director may allow the animal to
speak and use the priest’s special skills if he desires. The priest may end the spell early if
he or she so desires.

Banish Spirit - SPI
Priest Spell
Range: 10 metres
Duration: 15 minutes Cost – 6+
This is a particularly handy blessing that allows a priest to free a ghostly undead spirit (a
ghost, poltergeist, banshee etc.) from its earthly constraints, sending it at last on its way
to its astral destination. The banishing requires fifteen minutes of preparation, the
brandishing of holy symbols and the application of oils or waters holy to that priest deity.

Banish Undead - BAN
Range: Touch (0m) Duration: Permanent Cost – 6+
This is a particularly handy conjuration that allows a spellcaster to cast spells into an item
and store it there. The process of creating a magical item in such a manner is extremely
costly in terms of both the magical equipment, potions, oils, special rare metals etc as
well as the process itself. The basic MANA spell cost for endowing an item with a
particular spell is the 6 points for Enchant Item, plus the cost of the spell itself, which has
to be cast three times into the item over a period of hours equal to the total cost of
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MANA for the entire operation in days! For this reason, creating a magical artefact is a
lengthy and draining exercise, generally attempted by a specialist, high-powered sorcerer
only.

Cockroach - COK
Range: Touch (0m) Duration: Permanent Cost – 6+
This is a particularly handy conjuration that allows a spellcaster to cast spells into an item
and store it there. The process of creating a magical item in such a manner is extremely
costly in terms of both the magical equipment, potions, oils, special rare metals etc as
well as the process itself. The basic MANA spell cost for endowing an item with a
particular spell is the 6 points for Enchant Item, plus the cost of the spell itself, which has
to be cast three times into the item over a period of hours equal to the total cost of
MANA for the entire operation in days! For this reason, creating a magical artefact is a
lengthy and draining exercise, generally attempted by a specialist, high-powered sorcerer
only.

Consecrate - CSC
Priest Spell
Range: 10 metres
Duration: 15 minutes Cost – 6+
This is a powerful ritual spell that allows a priest to purify an area of evil influence
permanently and bars undead and evil creatures from entering it, as if an invisible wall
were built around it. The maximum area affected by the spell is a circle five metre in
diameter, but this can be increased for every extra 1MANA point expended by the priest.
To cast, the spell takes ten minutes for every MANA spent (i.e. at least an hour); it
requires the use of holy symbols, chalk or oil to mark the boundary of the area, and so on.
Any other priest through the casting of a Desecrate spell can remove any consecrated
areas, which is the reverse of the consecrate spell (Spells involving extra MANA points
must be counteracted fully by the same number of points.). A second casting of Desecrate
creates an area that can keep out any truly good characters, such as Elves, Gnomes, Pixies
and well-behaved Heroes. Note that evil priests only ever cast Desecrate.

Enchant Item - ENT
Range: Touch (0m) Duration: Permanent Cost – 6+
This is a particularly handy conjuration that allows a spellcaster to cast spells into an item
and store it there. The process of creating a magical item in such a manner is extremely
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costly in terms of both the magical equipment, potions, oils, special rare metals etc as
well as the process itself. The basic MANA spell cost for endowing an item with a
particular spell is the 6 points for Enchant Item, plus the cost of the spell itself, which has
to be cast three times into the item over a period of hours equal to the total cost of
MANA for the entire operation in days! For this reason, creating a magical artefact is a
lengthy and draining exercise, generally attempted by a specialist, high-powered sorcerer
only.

Exchange Shape - EXC
Range: Touch (0m) Duration: Permanent Cost – 6+
This is a dangerous potent spell that requires a simple touch. The spell takes two forms;
either it allows the caster to swap minds with a target, in which case the caster and target
will swap physical characteristics, possessions, and appearance (i.e.: the casters mind is
moved into the targets head and vice versa); or the two can swap bodies, in which case
they only swap appearances (i.e.: each takes on the appearance of the other); which could
prove tricky if one is smaller than the other and wearing constricting clothing.
If the caster moves his mind into the new body, he acquires its STAMINA but keeps his
own SKILL and AFF Stats and special skills. The range of the spell can be increased by 5
metres for each two extra MANA points expended. It works on creatures as well as
humanoids, although the Referee may rule that the victim can Test for Luck to avoid the
exchange, depending on how aware he or she is of what is happening.

Hurricane (Clam Hurricane) - HUR
Range: 30 m
Duration: 5 minutes Cost – 6+
This conjuration allows a spellcaster to create a powerful gale of wind, rain, hail and
snow, which then covers an area up to thirty metres around the caster (although this can
be altered to cover a smaller area), for up to 5 minutes.
All characters within the area of the spell, including Heroes but not the caster, must Test
for Luck or roll against their SKILL (players choice) or be blown off their feet suffering
1-3 STAMINA points of damage. Other fixtures and fittings that are within the area may
also be damaged or blown over (the referee will rule on this). During the effects of the
spell, no fighting, magic or speech is possible while the hurricane continues. The reverse
of this spell Calm Hurricane can control magical storms like this one; it can also calm a
natural storm within an area of 10 metres round the spellcaster for up to 5 minutes.

Petrify - STN
Range: Touch (0m) Duration: Permanent Cost – 6+
This is a very unpleasant spell and a more powerful version of the Stone Dust spell. Like
that less powerful spell it requires the use of Stone Dust as a vital ingredient and enables
the spellcaster to turn a target into stone. A Test for Luck may be used to avoid the spell.
Once cast this conjuration begins to take effect. It slowly petrifies a victim from the feet
up, including any clothes and equipment as it goes. However, unlike the Stone Dust
spell, Petrify causes the victim loses 1 STAMINA point every two rounds, and this
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continues until he, or she is turned completely to stone – that is, unless a Counter Spell is
cast against it, or the spellcaster who cast it is killed, whereupon the effects will reverse
until the victim has fully recovered again. If the victim dies before this can happen, the
petrified form remains in tact forever.

Resurrection - RES
Range: Touch (0m) Duration: Permanent Cost – 6+
Sorcery
This is a dark necromantic spell
that is often also known as the
Raise Skeleton spell and is used to
breathe life into a corpse, forcing it
to return to life as an undead under
the control of the caster. The spell
requires the ingredient of a vial of
Holy Water and an hour-long ritual
to work. While the corpse need not
be complete, any missing features
will remain lost when it is brought
back to life. Raised undead have
no intelligence, and instructions
have to be given upon competition
of the spell by the spellcaster.
These instructions have to be very
explicit if they are not to be
misinterpreted.
Spellcaster’s can expend more
effort into this spell by raising
different types of undead other
than a Skeleton. The following
undead that can be raised with this
spell are as follows including the
stamina cost (detailed descriptions
of these can be found in the AFF 2nd edition sourcebook available soon.)
Skeleton
Crypt Stalker
Skeleton Warrior
Zombie
Decayer
Ghoul

6 MANA
7 MANA
7 MANA
7 MANA
8 MANA
8 MANA

See Future - FUT
Range: 2 days

Duration: 5 minutes Cost – 6+
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This unusual spell allows a spellcaster to glimpse brief scenes from the future, typically
from the forthcoming life of one or more individual persons and is a powerful version of
the Crystal sight spell. The future in this case can be no more than a year ahead. These
visions are often brief and confusing and cannot be relied upon to represent exactly what
will happen. (Note to Referee: the use of this spell requires careful planning on your part,
since at least some information you pass to your players will happen to their characters at
some point in the future. Don’t predict things that you know won’t happen; however,
visions can (and should) be distortions rather than literal representations of the future. If
you are unhappy with the spell don’t allow its use in the game.)

Speak to Supernatural Being - SUP
Priest Spell
Range: 10 metres
Cost – 6+
The spell works in exactly the same manner as the Speak with the Dead spell (see above),
except that a supernatural being from a higher plane may be consulted. If the priest
knows both the name of the being and the plane on which they dwell, the procedure is
fairly safe. However, blindly asking for a contact may well summon up something
extremely nasty, which may use the link to possess the priest (use the rules given in the
spell description Supernatural Being, above) or even manifest itself in physical form on
the earthly plane.
The spell takes at least one hour to cast, and usually takes the form of a séance in the
priest’s temple or other sacred and protected place.
Once the spell is almost cast all present within the area of the spells effect have to join
hands and concentrate. The priest makes the Magic roll to see if the spell works. If it does
the spirit of the being will make its voice known and may be questioned. The referee will
work out just what information the spirit knows, and who materialises if the priest does
not know who to speak to or what happens if he fails his roll. In the case of a double – 6
roll, a minor or even major Demon could appear and attempt to possess the priest (use the
rules given in the spell description Supernatural Being, above).

Teleport - TEL
Range: 10 kilometres Duration: Permanent Cost – 6+
The Teleport spell is a powerful conjuration that enables a spellcaster to transfer himself,
or a target to another destination in a twinkling of an eye, setting off and arriving almost
instantly. A spellcaster using this spell may go anywhere within ten kilometres radius in a
single jump, and may take whatever he can carry in his hands (this can include another
human for example.) The caster need not know the exact details of where he is going; the
spell automatically stops him re-appearing inside of a mountain or at the bottom of the
sea – but only if the spell works correctly.

Wall of Power - FOF
Range: 5m
Sorcery

Duration: 5 mins
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This spell when cast takes the form of a dome of whirling energies spreading the
appropriate distance in every direction from the centre. The spell is similar, although
more powerful, to the magical barrier created with the Wall spell. Where that spell simply
kept things out, the wall created by this spell will actively damage whatever comes into
contact with it. The wall is in fact a dome, which spreads out 5 metres in diameter,
although not necessarily around the caster.
The radius may be increased by 5 metres for each 3 extra MANA points expended on
casting. It takes its form from one of the main elements (chosen upon casting). It deals
3D6 damage to anything that comes into contact with it or tries to pass through it, and
will continue to do so every attack round that they remain in contact. It will stop any
physical intruders or magical effects as well, just like a wall spell and lasts for 5 minutes.
For example: a Metal Wall of Power might consist of thousands of small blades, whereas
a Cold Wall of Power would be constructed of a whirling storm of snow and ice.
The wall is impenetrable unless defeated by a Counter Spell or another Wall of Power
spell. Wall and Element Control may also work, albeit with a penalty of –2.

Web - WEB
Range: 5 m
Duration: 5 minutes Cost – 6+
This spell is similar to the magic Spell Restrain, however, whereas Restrain works only
on one character or one item of a size up to three metres cubed, Web covers an area up to
5 metres across in a sticky spiders’ web that traps all within it. The web is a powerful
restraint and is capable of stopping almost anything from moving except to breathe. A
very strong character such as a Hill Giant, or one with a STRENGTH stat of 10 or more,
could break out of its embrace after two successful SKILL or STRENGTH rolls;
otherwise are trapped for up to five minutes. The spell can both be recast before it runs
out and banished by a Counter Spell.
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LEVEL SEVEN
SPELLS
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …
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LEVEL EIGHT
SPELLS
Assassin’s Dagger - Matter (DAG) (8)
Earthquake - Matter
(QUA) (8)
Spirit Journey
(JOU) (8)
Summon Supernatural Being (SUM) (8)
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …

Assassin’s Dagger - DAG
Range: 0 m
Duration: Permanent Cost – 8+
This strange spell is much beloved by vengeful dabblers in occult matter, conjures up a
ghostly hand clutching a dagger when cast. The hand can be controlled and together sent
to pursue a victim for as long as it takes to find him, her or it. Once it has done so, the
hand will attempt to stab the victim to death. It has a normal SKILL of 10, though it has
no STAMINA points and can only be fended off, not destroyed. It can be trapped – for a
short while, at least – inside a container; and running or riding away at speed can escape
it. It’s pursuit is relentless, however; unless its would be victim can cast a reverse
Assassin’s Dagger spell or a Counter Spell (at a cost of 9 MANA points!) upon the
dagger – which must be present to receive the banishing.

Earthquake (Calm Quake) - QUA
Range: 30 m
Duration: 3 minutes Cost – 8+
This powerful spell enables a spellcaster to conjure an earthquake over an area of up to
thirty metres in diameter. The earthquake will make the ground buckle and vast cracks
will open up in the surface of the earth, destroying any buildings nearby and bringing
down walls within the area. All within the area of effect (except the spellcaster) must
make a successful Test for Luck and roll against their current DEXTERITY, or be lost
down a crack in the ground. The quake lasts for three minutes and cannot be conjured
again for ten minutes. Its range can be extended by tens metres for every extra MANA
point put into it by the caster. The reverse of this spell can tame both magical and nonmagical earthquakes.

Spirit Journey - JOU
Priest Spell
Range: 10 metres
Cost – 6+
This is a powerful priest spell that requires the use of a ball of fine silver twine. The spell
once cast enables a priest or a target to be transported in a spirit form that can be
transported into a nominated part of the heavens, the Demonic Planes or simply used to
travel over regions of the earthly plane to gather information or spy on others. Preparing
for such a journey requires a full day of concentration, spell-casting and general ritual,
and the spell can only be cast within an area purified by a consecrate (or Desecrate) spell.
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The spell allows the traveller to cross over into other domains and remain there for one
hour. Every hour they remain beyond that time costs the caster 1 MANA point. The silver
twine forms the unbroken link between the traveller and caster. If the cord is removed or
broken in either the spirit or earthly plane, the traveller may be lost. Furthermore, for all
the time that the way between the planes stays open, the chance that something very nasty
will decide to use it as a gateway into the earthly plane grows. The use of this spell is
extremely dangerous and should be used with caution.

Summon Supernatural Being - SUM
Priest Spell
Range: 10 metres
Duration: SKILL+
Cost – 6+
This very dangerous ritual spell is a more powerful version of the Speak with
Supernatural Beings spell (see above), except that it enables a priest to physically conjure
up a supernatural being from a higher plane. The spell is fraught with dangers, and
requires a great many precautions before it can be attempted.
Preparing for the use of the spell requires a full day of concentration, spell-casting and
general ritual, and the spell can only be cast within an area purified by a consecrate (or
Desecrate) spell marked with the three rune-inscribed circles of magic itself: one to hold
the body of the priest himself – the body, the second to hold the being – the matter, the
third to hold the various oils and incense – symbolising the mind, and the last larger
circle to symbolise the planes.
The spells duration lasts as many hours as the SKILL of the being or Demon being
summoned. After this time, the priest makes the Magic roll to see if the spell works. If it
does the spirit of the being will make its voice known and may be questioned. The referee
will work out just what information the spirit knows, and who materialises if the priest
does not know who to speak to or what happens if he fails his roll.
In the case of a double – 6 roll, or a failure, there is every chance something very drastic
if not terrifying will happen. The right being could appear and break through the bonds; a
wrong, much stronger being could appear and break down the barriers of the priest; the
priest and his helpers could be transported into another plane. The being may simply kill
the priest or attempt to possess the priest (use the rules given in the spell description
Supernatural Being, above).
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LEVEL NINE
SPELLS
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …
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LEVEL TEN
SPELLS
Death – Soul
(DEA) (10) Time - Mind
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …

(ZED) (10)

Death - DEF
Range: 5 m
Cost – 10+
This spell is the ultimate incantation in any evil spellcaster’s spell book. A Hero will
almost never use it, except in the direst of circumstances due to the consequences of its
effect. If the Magic Special Skill roll succeeds, the caster of this spell is able to kill a
target instantly. There is no Test for Luck to avoid its effect. Of little consolation to the
victim is the knowledge that the conjuration of the spells power immediately reduces a
spellcaster’s Stamina and MANA scores by 10 points and ages them a full year in an
instant.

Time - ZED
Range: 5 m
Cost – 10+
Sorcery
This spell is possibly the ultimate incantation in any spellcaster’s spell book and beyond
the means of most minor conjurers because of the concentration required. Originally
created by the powerful necromancer Saridzar from Throben, who was never seen again
after its casting. Although notes and his spell book were later found, it is now well known
that the spell allows a spellcaster to travel through time itself. Suffice to say it is perhaps
the most formidable spell in known magic lore. Most spellcaster’s will almost certainly
never use it. However, if cast and the Magic Special Skill roll succeed, the caster of this
spell is able to transport back to a specified time instantly at a cost of 10 STAMINA and
10 MANA points due to its potent effects.
In the case of a double – 6 roll, or a failure, there is every chance something very drastic
if not terrifying will happen. The spell caster could be sent forward into the future
hundreds if not thousands of years; could himself age as his passage occurs or grow
younger; or even be transported into the earliest annals of history. The spell may simply
kill the spellcaster.
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MINOR MAGIC
‘HEDGE’
SPELLS
1.7

MINOR MAGIC EXPLAINATIONS & TYPES

Characters that possess the Special Skill Minor Magic (Knowledge) are able to wield
occasional small charms or fripperies that generally have been passed down through
generations. These minor spells often called ‘Hedge Spells’ by more powerful
spellcaster’s serve to make life a little easier and are most frequently used by people to
ease their trade, farming, or personal life. Hedge Wizards, village wise women, or our
Heroes of the AFF game are prime examples. They are commonly used to brew potions,
repair clothes etc and unlike the Magic Special Skill, this ability doesn’t permanently lose
SKILL points. These spells can be learnt at any time see Special Skills Chapter of AFF:
2nd edition.
Minor Magic spells are cast in a similar method to any other spell, except that they
generally don’t require the concentration or grand gestures often used to conjure major
magic and cost no STAMINA or MANA. They are usually triggered by a moment’s
thought, together with a quick wave of the hand or snapping of fingers and allow an
individual to tap into minute amounts of the essence to create small minor magical
effects. All Minor Magic spells are completely unable to cause a loss of STAMINA
points unless fumbled.
To successfully cast a Minor Magic spell, a normal Skill roll is made against the Hero’s
Minor Magic score; if successful, the spell works with no STAMINA cost. The only
modifiers that need arise are those when the spellcaster is restrained, is drunk, under
attack or in combat, or otherwise disturbed. Unless there are real serious obstacles to a
Minor Magic spell being cast, total modifiers should be in the range of –1 to –3 (as usual
decided by the referee).
If the roll fails, the spell does not work and the Hero must lose 1 STAMINA point. If the
roll fails with a double-6, the spell fumbles in a more dramatic way, typically diverting
on to an innocent bystander or even onto the spellcaster himself (the referee can choose
what happens here). There is no Oops! Table for any of the Minor Magic spells.
Minor Magic spells cannot be combined with each other like the Major Magic spells or
with the more powerful spells. No Minor Magic spell is reversible either, although every
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spell can of course be cancelled before it has run its course. The full list of Minor Magic
Spells is as follows:
Attraction
Cool
Enhance
Glimmer
Heat
Hold It!
Inebriate
Jab
Mistake
Pied Piper
Push
Ripen
Slip
Sober
Spark
Stutter

Burn
Dry
Extinguish
Hear
Hold
Honesty
Instil
Mend
Noises Off
Pucker
Repulsion
Secrete
Smudge
Sour
Spill
Weather Improver

Attraction
This spell makes it's target suddenly realise that someone (who needn't be present, so
long as the caster has a good picture of the person in their mind or knows their name) is,
gosh, really rather attractive in a nice sort of way. This spell is usually cast into a drink
(using Instil) and used as a love potion by dotty old wise women. The director may allow
a test for luck if the recipient really doesn't want to fall for the sender. The spell lasts for
up to one hour, and needs to be seriously and deliberately rejected before it can be
overcome.

Burn
This spell creates a small flat area of heat about five centimetres across, at the
temperature of the top of a candle flame. It does not move, so it is unlikely to harm a
creature unless the creature is held against it. It is, however, more commonly used to light
a candle or fire, and can last up to three minutes if desired.

Cool
This spell can be used to avoid the effects of sweltering heat or to cool a drink. It does not
harm living things, but it could be used to make them feel cold and uncomfortable. It lasts
for 3-18 minutes, rolled secretly.

Dry
This spell will dry one wet item up to small in size. It will not remove oil etc; only water
based damp patches caused by something like a spilled flagon of ale.
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Enhance
This spell will improve the appearance of a small item or group of related very small
items to appear more pleasant than they actually are. It could, say, be used to make a
battered lamp look shiny and new, or a slightly ropy apple to look juicy and succulent,
but it can't turn a handful of dull copper coins into shiny gold ones (but could make them
look recently polished). The effects last D6 minutes.

Extinguish
This spell will put out one very small fire. Anything larger than a burning sheet of paper
applies a -1 to -3 modifier to the chance of success. This spell won't affect anything larger
than a small campfire, nor will it put out a creature’s fiery breath.

Glimmer
This spell will create a tiny amount of light, about equivalent to the glowing embers of a
dying fire. It is not bright enough to read by, but would provide enough light to traverse a
room to a proper candle.

Hear
This spell allows the caster to eavesdrop on another conversation in the same room, to the
virtual exclusion of all other noise. The caster must be able to see the person/people
doing the talking. The spell lasts a total of two minutes or one complete conversation
whichever is shorter.

Heat
This spell is used to heat up an object or person. It can do no actual damage, but could
protect from frostbite, or heat ones dinner or bath.

Hold
This spell fixes an object or person in place for 30 seconds, as if stuck with strong glue.
The victim may be allowed a test for luck or skill check to avoid, at the directors’
discretion. This could be used to stick a gold piece to the ground for some market day
fun, or to stick a sword in it's scabbard.
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Hold It!
This causes all movement within 5m of the caster to pause for two seconds (except the
movement of the caster). This should give the caster time to perform one short action,
such as dodging an incoming blow

Honesty
This spell will countermand a single lie or deceit. The deceiver, who must be touched,
will suddenly own up to and contradict a single lie or reveal his cheating. The victim may
be allowed a skill or luck test to avoid, at the directors’ discretion.

Inebriate
The victim of this spell, who must be touched, will suddenly become very drunk. This
spell can be put into a harmless looking drink using Instil, and lasts for one hour unless
countered by a counter spell (1 point), or a sober spell.

Instil
This spell allows the effects of another minor magic spell to be contained within a single
item of food or drink, so that someone eats or drinks the item they will be affected by it.
The spell remains in the item for one to three days.

Jab
Using a pointed finger, the caster touches someone lightly but makes him or her feel like
they've been poked with a sharp stick (dealing 1 damage on a D6 roll of 6). Alternatively,
the caster can forgo the possibility of causing damage to increase the range to 5m (this
incurs a -1 modifier to the odds of casting).

Mend
This spell will attach a patch to something. Thus it could be used to patch a cloak, or fix a
plug to a metal pan, but not to mend a broken sword blade or a leaking boat (unless one
had a suitable piece of wood to patch the hole).

Mistake
This spell will force the target to make one small mistake. It can be any mistake someone
could feasibly make if they weren't paying enough attention. You could, say, make
someone turn into the Wrong Street, or trip on a paving slab or write 'IOU 1000gp'
instead of 'IOU 100gp' (though note that if someone is having to write IOU's they
probably can't do that much).

Noises Off
Despite it's name, this will create indistinct noises coming from somewhere nearby. They
will be appropriate to the situation.
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Pied Piper
This spell causes a group of irritating insects or vermin to attempt to follow the caster
wherever he or she goes (if possible) for 2D6 minutes. It will control up to 10 rats, 100
large insects (beetles, spiders), or 500 small insects (ants, small flies). This number can
be doubled, trebled, etc, but at a cost of -2 each time (thus 40 rats imposes a -6 modifier.

Pucker
The victim of this spell will have tremendous difficulty eating or drinking as their cheeks
are sucked in and their lips pucker uncontrollably. The effects last D3 minutes, and may
be resisted by a test for luck at the directors’ discretion.

Push
This spell will allow the caster to shove an item from a distance of up to ten meters away.
This is treated exactly as if the caster were physically pushing the item, so it won't affect
heavy stable items. If used against a person they are allowed a test for luck to avoid. Note
that this spell is particularly deadly against opponents standing on the edges of pits, cliffs,
or smelly refuse heaps.

Repulsion
This spell is the opposite of attraction. It causes the victim to take an instant (not
necessarily violent) dislike to another person. In all other ways it works just like
attraction.

Ripen
This spell will cause one rotten or unripe food item to become wholesome and edible. It
will counter the effects of sour.

Secrete
This spell allows the caster to secrete an object (which must have been touched) about his
person without apparently doing anything suspicious. Note that if someone is watching
the item, they will see that it has gone though they won't see where it went. It will only
work on very small items.

Slip
This spell causes the victim to slip over. It can be avoided by a test of skill, and lasts only
long enough to cause one slip.

Smudge
This minor magic spell causes writing to become smudged, run, or unreadable. It affects
an area only a few centimetres across, but it should be enough to ruin an important
document. It can be removed by using this spell again or by a (1 point) counter spell.
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Sober
This spell will cause the target to immediately sober up. The recipient must be touched. It
is effective against both natural and magical drunkenness (see inebriate above). It can be
used in conjunction with instil to create a non-alcoholic ale - very useful if faced with
having to drink Guursh (Orc Ale).

Sour
This spell will spoil a single item or container of food or liquid up to the size of a barrel
of ale (it won't ruin an entire cow, though it could be used to spoil its milk by souring the
cows’ udder!). The soured food will give anyone who eats it a fairly severe stomach
pains, but won't cause any severe injury.

Spark
This spell creates a small electrical spark that will jump a few centimetres from the
casters' hand. It deals no real damage, but can be used to distract someone’s attention.

Spill
This spell will tip over one container up to medium size and up to 5m away. The director
may impose a penalty to the caster if the container is particularly stable or heavy.

Stutter
This spell causes the victim (who must be within 5 metres of the caster), to stutter over
one sentence or piece of information. They will be unable to get the words out for two
minutes. It will not work on a spell unless it is being read from a book or scroll.

Weather Improver
This spell will slightly improve the weather within 10m of the caster. It could be used to
turn heavy rain into light rain, light rain into drizzle, or to create a patch of shade on a hot
day. The area moves with the caster, and lasts 3D6 minutes. The director may impose a
modifier of -1 to -4.
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GIFTED MAGIC
SPELLS
1.8

GIFTED MAGIC EXPLAINATIONS & SPELLS

Often adventurers will seek out Spell casters for magic trinkets or artefacts to assistant
them on adventures. One use spells from books. These spells are generally taught to the
player by a powerful wizard, and can be used once during the course of the adventure.
The following are examples of such spells:
Spell Name

FF Book

Page

Charm of Disruption
Coldwarding
Dispel Fear
Dispel Illusion
Dragon Breath Spell
Fire Globe
Forcewall
Greatstrike
Healing
Healing Spell
Jandors' Bolt
Khrizat's Gift
Linkcut
Luck
Luck spell
Luck spell
Restore Skill
Shatter
Speed
Trueheal

43
46
34
34
1
34
38
38
34
46
38

123
360
188
188
26
188
102
102
188
360
102

46
34
38
46
34
38
34
38

360
188
102
360
188
102
188
102

Charm of Disruption
Range: 10m

Duration: 1 mins

FF 43 P.123

Coldwarding
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins
Tower of Destruction p.360
This spell lasts for the standard duration, and will protect the target from the effects of
extreme cold. If the target is hit by a cold-based spell within this time (such as the Ice
spell), they will be totally protected, but the spell will end prematurely.
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Healing Spell
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins
Tower of Destruction p.360
This spell restored D6+2 stamina points to the target. As with all healing spells, it can't be
cast during combat nor can it raise stamina above it's initial score.

Linkcut
Range: 10m Duration: 1 mins
Tower of Destruction p.360
This spell will break a link in a chain, or a buckle, or sever a rope or any similar action.

Luck Spell
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins
Tower of Destruction p.360
This spell will restore 1-3 luck points to the target.

Khrizat's Gift
Range: 10m
Knights of Doom p.186
This spell creates a small ball of flame that can be cast at a foe. It will deal 4 points of
damage and set light to the target if it is easily flammable (i.e.: anything that could be lit

Charm of Disruption
Range: 10m Duration: 1 mins
keep of the Liche Lord p.123
This spell will reduce any dead material within the radius to dust instantly. It will of
course affect undead, though certain very powerful creatures may have sorcerous
immunities (Vampires, Liches and the like).

Coldwarding
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins
Tower of Destruction p.360
This spell lasts for the standard duration, and will protect the target from the effects of
extreme cold. If the target is hit by a cold-based spell within this time (such as the Ice
spell), they will be totally protected, but the spell will end prematurely.

Dispel Fear
Duration: 5 mins
Stealer of Souls p.188
Some creature’s mere presence can cause irrational fears in their foes, undermining their
combat ability and making them easier to defeat. This spell will negate all the effects fear
has on you. It may be cast during combat if desired, but in this case your opponent will
score an automatic hit in that attack round.

Dispel Illusion
Range: 10m Duration: 1 mins
Stealer of Souls p.188
This spell will negate one illusory creature, unwinding the enchantments that created it.
This spell cannot be cast during combat. Note that this spell is only wholly effective
against a single illusory creature, and is less reliable against multiple creatures. Also,
more potent illusory creatures may not be destroyed, only weakened. Finally, certain
items with powers against evil magic will allow this spell to be used multiple times.
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Dragon Breath Spell
Range: 10m Duration: 1 mins
Warlock of Firetop Mountain p.26
The life's work of one Farrigo di Maggio, this spell was created to fight against the evil
dragons in the world. It must be used only against evil dragons (i.e.: not Gold), on the
moment they prepare to exhale their breath. It stops their breath weapon progressing
beyond the end of their snout. This will badly burn the dragon concerned, and it will
probably retreat and look for safer prey. There are rumoured to be dire consequences for
intoning this spell at the wrong time.

Fire Globe
Range: 5m
Duration: 1 mins
Stealer of Souls p.188
This spell generates a ball of fire that will shoot from the casters palm and deal 1D6
damage to one target. This spell cannot be cast during combat, so you must use it before
closing with your enemy.

Five words
Range: 5m
Duration: 1 mins
Knights of Doom p.70
These are five words which, when spoken in front of something tainted with chaos,
would counteract its power and restore order and harmony. Anything driven by the power
of chaos would be destroyed. Anything that fits this description within range will
probably be overcome, but the odds are not certain.
These words can, however, prove just as hazardous to the user as the target(s), requiring
the user to roll equal to or less than their current stamina on three dice, or die.

Forcewall
Range: 5m
Duration: 5 mins
Vault of the Vampire p.102
Creates a globe of force around you with a 5m radius through which physical objects
cannot pass. It can be used to prevent enemies from escaping, or to keep them away for a
time.

Greatstrike
Range: Touch Duration: 1 min
Vault of the Vampire p.102
This spell must be cast at the beginning of an attack round, before you roll for attack
strengths. If your attacks that turn are successfully, it deals 4 extra points of damage. If
you fail to land a blow that attack round, the spell is wasted.

Healing
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins
Stealer of Souls p.188
This spell will restore stamina equal to half the targets initial score, rounding fractions
down. This spell can't be cast during combat, and cannot raise the targets stamina above
their initial score.

Healing Spell
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins

Tower of Destruction p.360
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This spell restored D6+2 stamina points to the target. As with all healing spells, it can't be
cast during combat nor can it raise stamina above it's initial score.

Jandors Bolt
Range: 5m
Duration: 1 mins
Vault of the Vampire p.102
This spell will deal six points of damage to any one undead creature. Some particularly
powerful undead may be partially resistant to this spell.

Linkcut
Range: 10m Duration: 1 mins
Tower of Destruction p.360
This spell will break a link in a chain, or a buckle, or sever a rope or any similar action.

Luck Spell
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins
Stealer of Souls p.188, Tower of Destruction p.360, Vault of the Vampire p.102
This spell will restore three of the targets luck points, to a maximum of their initial score.
It can't be cast during combat.

Restore Skill
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins
Stealer of Souls p.188
This spell will restore three of the targets skill points, to a maximum of their initial score.
It can't be cast during combat.

Shatter
Range: 5m
Duration: 1 mins
Vault of the Vampire p.102
This spell will destroy any one creature composed almost entirely of bones, such as a
skeleton. It may be cast during combat.

Speed
Range: Touch Duration: 5 mins
Stealer of Souls p.188
This spell allows you to move at double the normal speed. It confers a +2 bonus to any
roll relying on reactions and/or quickness of movement, e.g.: attack strength rolls, dodge
rolls.

Trueheal
Range: Touch Duration: 1 mins
Vault of Vampire p.102
This spell will restore stamina equal to half the targets initial score, rounding fractions up.
This spell can't be cast during combat, and cannot raise the targets stamina above their
initial score.
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1.9

SPELLCASTER SPECIALIST SCHOOL CLASSES

As already explained, their are many different types of
Spellcaster across the regions of Allansia, but they all
follow the same method of development from
Apprenticeship. This is a list of what each of the
specialist career classes can and cannot do, as each of
the specialist fields or schools have their own group of
spells and skills.
MAGICIANS OF THE SCHOOL OF THE
CIRCLE
WIZARD and SORCERER
The Wizard is the most popular of all Spellcaster’s
and is a master of all the magical arts whom has a
degree of proficiency in all the schools of magic and
the spectrum of magical usage. Thus a Wizard may be
skilled in several spells of Necromancy, Enchanting,
and Elementalism etc, and is the most common form
of Spellcaster across the surface of Titan. They can
cast spells from all circles and are generally dedicated
in research into the arts of the past, history, magical
artefacts and the lore’s governing Magic itself. They
are generally highly skilled in defensive spells and are
adepts in the intense study and creation of magical
artefacts and spell books. A powerful Wizard in
Allansia is Arakor Nicodemus of Blacksand, Gareth
Yaztromo as well as the Great Wizard of Yore himself.
The Sorcerer is like the Wizard a master of all the
magical arts and has a degree of proficiency in all the
schools of magic and the spectrum of magical usage.
They are skilled in several spells of Necromancy,
Enchanting, and Elementalism etc and are the second
most common form of Spellcaster across the surface of
Titan. They can cast spells from all circles and are
generally dedicated in research into the arts of the past,
history, magical artefacts and the lore’s governing
Magic itself. Unlike the Wizard, however, they
generally have a darker more offensive nature and are
skilled in all forms of spells that enable them to
channel magic energies through themselves to
transport, summon and transfer objects or themselves. Sorcerers are adepts in the intense
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study and creation of magical artefacts and spell books. One of the most powerful
Sorcerers until recently in Allansia was Balthus Dire, the dread master of the Citadel of
Chaos in the Craggen Heights.
MAGICIANS OF THE SCHOOL OF MATTER
ELEMENTALIST, AEROMANCER, GEOMANCER, HYDROMANCER, and
PYROMANCER
The Elementalist is a specialised Spellcaster who has dedicated his life and research into
the wielding of specific elements and the communication with elemental forces. The
Elementalist’s belief is that divinities are the personification of elemental powers (i.e.
storms being a storm god, the ocean representing the god of the sea .etc) and they are
adepts in controlling the natural forces of earth, air, fire, and water. They tend to have a
close affinity with living things, and are reclusive Spellcaster’s living close to sources of
great natural energy. The Elementalist’s is a specialised Spellcaster. They can cast spells
from the circles of Matter, Body only and often have draw their power from an individual
element only.
This class of Spellcaster is the most common within Dwarven realms where individual
characters have become master Fire mage’s known as Pyromancer’s and Earth Mage’s
known as Terramancer’s. These Dwarven Spellcaster’s are masters of there art and
possess magic’s unheard of across Allansia and beyond.
(Look out for the expansive update on Dwarves, there history, Special Skills, Lore, and
Realms in the exclusive 3rd AFF.com Booklet: Azenuritakk, coming in 2003).
MAGICIANS OF THE SCHOOL OF THE MIND
ILLUSIONSIST, ENCHANTER and DIVINER
The Illusionist is a specialised Spellcaster who has dedicated his life and research into
the magic’s of the mind. Most common folk will have come across street entertainers and
such like whom often refer to themselves as illusionists. However, many of these are
simply people who simply perform basic Minor Magic tricks for the amusement of
crowds and nothing like the true class of spellcaster whose speciality is the manipulation
of the circle of mind. All Illusionists are adepts in the intense study of illusions, and are
talented in the creation of spells that confuse and deceive the senses. This type of
spellcaster is often mistrusted and many feel unease around their company.
The Enchanter is a specialised Spellcaster who specifically uses their magic to charm
and manipulate other being so as to control the actions of that being. Like the Illusionist,
the Enchanter is n adept of the school of the Mind, however this specialised Spellcaster
uses different methods and spells to affect the mind of another through the uses of magic.
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The Diviner is a rare specialised Spellcaster who like the Illusionist and Enchanter has
dedicated his life and research into the magic’s of the mind. Specifically, Diviner’s use
their arts to dream, gather information through empathy and visions, read the past,
foresee the future and commune with the dead. Like the Illusionist and the Enchanter
Diviner’s are skilled adepts of the school of the Mind, and are talented in the spells that
provide and gather information. The most powerful Diviner in all of Allansia, is the aging
Gelda Wane of Silverton long thought to be the consort of the great Yaztromo of
Darkwood.
MAGICIANS OF THE SCHOOL OF THE BODY
HEALER, WARLOCK and WITCH
A Healer is a specialised Spellcaster who has dedicated his life and research into the arts
of healing, restoration, and Herbalism. Healers are generally Spellcaster’s that are
dedicated in the lore’s governing disease, illnesses, and restoration. They are generally
highly skilled in defensive spells as well as the arts that manipulate the body or the
properties of a living object. They commonly wield spells that strengthen, heal, create,
and transform etc and all Healers are adepts in the intense study and creation of potions
and remedies. They can cast spells from the circles of Mind, Soul and Body.
The Warlock is a specialised Spellcaster who has dedicated his life and research into the
arts of witchcraft; the darker more offensive nature of the School of the Circle that are not
openly practiced by Wizards or Sorcerers. Warlocks are generally Spellcaster’s that have
limited skills in the arts of combat as well as being dedicated to the arts that manipulate
the body or properties of a living object. They commonly wield spells that strengthen,
heal, afflict, or transform etc and all Warlocks are adepts in the intense study and creation
of spells of this type. Most common folk will have heard of some powerful Warlocks
such as Zagor of Firetop Mountain. The Witch is a female counter-part of the Warlock.
Magicians of the Soul
NECROMANCER
The Necromancer is an evil specialised Spellcaster who has dedicated his life and
research into the magic’s of the soul. Necromancers are the most feared and reclusive of
all Spellcaster’s across the surface of Titan and their school is dedicated in research into
the arts of the dead, restoration of life, and vitality of the living. Necromancers are skilled
in all the darker forms of offensive magic and especially those spells that enable them to
commune with the dead, summon spirits, extend physical and spiritual life and cause pain
and injury. Necromancers are adepts in the intense study and creation of magical poisons,
drugs and generally skilled cryptologists. One of the most powerful Necromancers until
recently in Allansia was the evil necromancer Razaak in the Moonstone Hills.
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1.10

RECOVERING MANA POINTS

At various times during an adventure, a Spellcaster’s MANA may be reduced though the
use of magical spells. All Spellcasting is a strenuous activity and even Priests needs to
concentrate to call on the powers of their gods. C
Mana can be recovered in three different ways:

Sleep: Any Spellcaster can recover MANA through rest. This can be between
adventures itself, or if the referee permits it, between scenes of an adventure where there
is a lapse of time of more than an hour. A fixed 1 MANA point per hour is recovered
while asleep (for details on how Priests regain their MANA see below. Less sleep
restores fewer MANA points. Spellcaster’s able to sleep for more than eight hours are
able doubled the restoration of MANA to 2 points per hour. Resting therefore is better
than active time in the field and eight hours sleep will generally fully refresh a hero
unless they are a truly powerful Spellcaster.

Meditation: Any Spellcaster or Priest with a Meditation Special Skill may recover
MANA through a silent trance like state. This can be between adventures itself, or if the
referee permits it, between scenes of an adventure where there is a lapse of time of more
than an hour. A fixed 2 MANA point per hour is recovered while in a trance and must
declare how long the meditation will last prior before its use. It must be remembered,
however, that whilst meditating a Spellcaster or Priest is completely unaware of his
surroundings, and cannot stir even if attacked or struck.

Magic: Any Spellcaster or Priest may recover MANA through the use of a magical
item, rare potion or divine intervention.

Environment: Certain types of environment can also have an effect on replenishing

the MANA of Spellcaster in different ways within the AFF: 2ND Edition game. The
methods the environment affects this is associated with the ‘Five’ schools of Magic:
Spellcaster belonging to the Circle of Matter, can increase the restoration of MANA by
an additional 1 point every two hours when located in an environment suited to their
specialist knowledge. For example:

Elementalist themselves are more in tune with the natural forces of magic when they are
close by large areas of forest surrounded by the sights, sounds and senses of the very
essence of natures natural life-force.
Aeromancer (Weather mage) are more in tune with the natural forces of magic when the
weather (and not-magical) is particularly bad such as a gale, a storm or etc.
Geomancer (Earth mage) are more in tune with the natural forces of magic when beneath
the earth, surrounded by mountains or (and not-magical) during the event of an
earthquake etc.
Hydromancer (Water mage) are more in tune with the natural forces of magic when they
are surrounded by water (and not-magical) in the ocean or within a heavy rainstorm etc.
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Pyromancer (Fire mage) are more in tune with the natural forces of magic when they are
close to effects of a major fire, inferno or volcanic activity (not-magical).
Illusionist, Enchanter and Diviners are more in tune with the natural forces of magic
when they are close by large areas of natural minerals and crystals.
Healer, Warlock and Witches are more in tune with the natural forces of magic when they
are close by large areas of fauna and flora that offers much of natures natural restoration
and food.
Wizard and Sorcerers are more in tune with the natural forces of magic when they are
surrounded by the vast recourses of ancient knowledge in ruins, temples, and crypts.
Necromancers are more in tune with the natural forces of magic when they are close by
large areas of death such as a battlefield, cemetery or crypt.
1.11

GAINING MAGIC SPECIAL SKILL AND MANA POINTS

Magic special skill points or MANA points can be improved as characters progress
through their career and gather experience. This is explained in more detail in the AFF:
2nd edition game chapter Special Skills.
To stimulate a Spellcaster or Priests increasing expertise and knowledge a player can
spend EXP – Experience points awarded at the end of every adventure to increase a
Special Skill already possessed, take training in a new Special Skill or Spell, or increase
the main Characteristics such as SKILL or MANA. (Neither STAMINA nor LUCK cab
increased, see AFF: 2nd edition game chapter Special Skills).
MAGIC SPEICIAL SKILL
For a Spellcaster or Priest to increase their Magic Special Skill 1 EXP must be spent.
This Special Skill must be one that the character already knows, but otherwise there are
no restrictions. This Special Skill may then be increased again and again - though
everyone should be aware that rolling a treble - 6 and treble -1 could mean that everyone
can fail or succeed sometimes, no matter how great the skill they have and that no Special
Skill may ever exceed 12.
If you are running a full campaign game in which the characters have to account for their
time, this increase in Magic Special Skill also requires a week of training and study.
During this time, the characters cannot go on adventures; rather they spend their time
being tutored in the Special Skill. At the end of this time, a characters Special Skill score
will have increased by 1 point.
If you are not running your game as a campaign, but rather as a series of sporadic
adventures, simply allow the characters to assume that they have undergone the necessary
practice and training in between two adventures in order to increase the nominated
Special Skill.
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MANA
For a Spellcaster or Priest to increase their prime characteristic like MANA, which will
have a considerable effect in increasing a Spellcaster’s powers and knowledge of spells, it
costs 10 EXP to increase MANA by 1 point. The MANA stat may then be increased
again and again - though scores exceeding 24 are rare.
SKILL, DEXTERITY, STRENGTH, FEAR, WITS, SENSES
Increasing any prime characteristic like SKILL will, of course have a considerable effect
upon the game and also increase the Spellcaster or Priests Special Skill Scores
(depending on which characteristic chosen and the Special Skills owned that fall under
that Stat). For this reason, it costs 10 EXP to increase to increase any characteristic by 1
point. Plainly, therefore, a player will have to save up many points from several
adventures.
If you are running a full campaign game in which the characters have to account for their
time, this increase in the prime characteristics also involves a month training and study.
During this time, the characters cannot go on adventures; rather they spend their time
being tutored in the new skills or abilities. At the end of this time, characters Initial
characteristics will have increased by 1 point, and any Special Skills associated with that
Stat would have increased likewise.

1.12

LEARNING NEW SPELLS

Before any character can cast a spell, it has to be learnt. Newly generated characters with
the Cast Spells special skill will start off with one or two minor magic spells that have
been learnt by the Spellcaster/Priests master. All other spells must be learned during the
character's career.
There are four conditions, which always have to be met before a character can learn a
new spell.
1.They must have access to a copy of the new spell that they want to learn.
2.They must have sufficient Experience to learn it.
3.They must have a high enough MANA points to cast it.
4.They must make a successful Magic roll.
First the Spellcaster/Priest must have access to the spell in question (from another
magician’s spell book or some other source). They cannot learn new spells by simply
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willing them to their memory; they have to be taught to them from another Spellcaster
such as Gareth Yaztromo.
Second, characters must be qualified to cast the spell and belong in the right speciality
and field. Weather mage cannot cast Illusion spells for example. Third, characters must
spend Experience points in the learning of the spell. All Minor Magic spells and level
spells cost 1 EXP each per MANA it costs to cast. Therefore Spellcaster are forced to
spend their EXP on either level advance or to gain new spells.
As a rule, characters will know that finding another Spellcaster who is willing to teach a
spell with an MANA cost of 6 or more will be more than very difficult to come by. The
exception to the rule, concerns characters that decide to decide to change career classes
for a while. A Spellcaster who takes time out of research and study to become a
Goldsmith would never stop being a Spellcaster. However, they would not be able to
truly remain in harmony with the Essence, thus affecting their chances to accumulate new
magical knowledge. Therefore when Spellcaster’s are pursuing a non-magical career they
have the penalty of having to spend double the required number of EXP’s. If a character
returns to the magical career path, spells are then gained at the correct normal cost.
Finally the character must always make a successful WITS test. The difficulty of the test
depends on the level of the spell being learnt:
WITS MODIFIERS Table
Minor Magic modifier
MANA
MANA
MANA
MANA
MANA

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10

*2
normal*
- 2 INT
- 4 INT
- 6 INT
- 8 INT

* A roll of double 6 is always a failure, regardless of WITS score.
Any modifiers are applied to the character’s WIT score before the dice are rolled. If the
roll is successful, the character learns the new spell and expends the number of EXP. A
failed roll means that the character has failed to understand the spell, but the EXP are not
expended - the character may use them to attempt to learn another spell, or spend them on
an advance or save them until later.
Characters may take further attempts to learn a new spell, which they failed to
understand, if they gain access to a new version of the spell, or following an increase in
their WIT score. For example, if a character attempts to learn a sleep spell, and fails to
understand how to learn it from a teacher or spell books, that spell cannot be learned.
However, if a teacher, a new book or scroll is discovered, the character may attempt to
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approach the spell from a different learning perspective; likewise, an increase in WIT
might allow the character to grasp new concepts that proved tricky before.
Because the use of magic is such a difficult and dangerous knowledge, the first
incantation of a new spell can be deadly. For this reason, all new spells have a -1
modifier to the Magic Special skill score, for its first use.

1.13

SOURCES OF NEW SPELLS

New spells may be gained from a number of sources. The following are suggestions to
provide some ideas of ways this might occur for characters.
Spells can be learnt in the following ways:
From other Spellcaster: First, the character has to locate another Spellcaster who knows
the desired spell, and come to some arrangement for tuition. The learner expends EXP as
normal, and the teacher will also ask for payment in the form of money or services.
Average tuition costs about 250 GP per spell level; Minor magic spells around 100 GP
each. Characters can bargain over these average terms, although GM’s should bear in
mind that NPC Spellcaster’s will normally only teach spells to characters of their own
race and alignment.
From Grimoire: Grimoire are spell books written in one of the ancient languages of the
races. They are magical items, and it is extremely difficult to locate or gain access to
them. Most of the located editions are owned by rich and powerful collectors and any
characters wishing to learn a spell from a Grimoire will need to also learn that
appropriate arcane language skill.
From magical artefacts: Some artefacts grant their bearers knowledge of one or two
spells. Often they give such knowledge without the need for spending any EXP. In some
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cases a magical artefact grants knowledge of a spell only so long as the artefacts remains
in the possession of the Spellcaster.
Divine intervention: Occasionally Titan’s deities may intervene directly to grant their
followers spells. Priests gain all their spells this way (see Priest carer class), but other
characters might also receive this gift for performing some outstanding service for a
deity. In most cases, characters other than Priests will be granted a once-only use of a
spell.

1.14

REVERSING SPELLS

Many of the spells in the AFF: 2nd edition game system can be reversed - that is,
deliberately cast backwards in order to reverse the effect of what usually happens, as
opposed of working backwards because of a bad Magic skill die roll!
In the original AFF: Dungeoneer, later Blacksand and Allansia the rules governing
Reversing of Spells was expanded upon. In AFF: 2nd edition and the complete spell lists
presented there are many examples of this, such as Banish Undead (the reverse would be
Raise dead), Darkness (the reverse would be Light), Lock again the reverse would be
Unlock) and lastly Grow (would obviously be Shrink). All the main reversible spells are
presented in italics.
Casting the reverse effect of a spell (for which no reverse is listed) costs the same in
MANA terms as the usual way, plus an extra 1 point; however, spells which cost 6-9
points cost of MANA points to cast require an additional 2 points to reverse. Those spells
in level 10, the hierarchy of spell lore, require double the MANA cost to reverse. All of
these spells do not have to be learnt or studied any further before it can be cast
backwards. All the characteristics of the spell, including the duration and area affected,
continue to apply. Thus a character that has the Light spell - may at the cost of additional
MANA points - fill a circular are with darkness as explained in the spell description.
Some spells will have no form of reverse effect (because generally this would not make
sense). However, even these can be cast in reverse in order to negate the effects of
another spell as it is being cast, in a very similar way to the specific Counter Spell, again
for the usual cost, plus the extra MANA cost.
Lastly, the reverse of Death and other spells from level 10 (cost frighteningly 20 MANA
points to cast) and also ages the caster one-year. In the case of Life, the reverse of the
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Death spell, any subject raised from the dead will now be alive - but may die again
quickly if still badly injured from the effects that killed them originally. In this case that
subject would require a number of other spells to heal and fully revive them.
1.15

MAGICIANS AND ARMOUR

It is extremely difficult for a Spellcaster or Priests to perform any magical incantation
correctly while wearing armour and/or carrying a shield. Either will hinder spells or
create magical problems with the flow of the Essence energies. Accordingly, it is not
usual for any Spellcaster or Priest to wear armour or carry shields. Those that do attempt
to wear armour usually follow the field of the mind, and severely hampered by not being
able to meditate.
In addition, the number of MANA required for casting spells, to use scrolls, is higher if
the character is wearing armour. For each point of armour, whether worn or shield, adds
two points to the MANA cost of casting a spell (See Referee chapter in the AFF: 2nd
edition game book and MAG MODIFIERS Table below).
1.16

SPELL MODIFIERS & FUMBLES

The use of magic has its advantages and disadvantages. The advantages - the effects that
the spells can deliver are self-evident; the disadvantages are not so apparent. Everybody
can make mistakes. In the case of Spellcaster, however, the slightest error can be far more
costly. The slightest lapse in concentration or distraction can cause the spell to fumble or
even backfire. Most of the time, a spell that is fumbled or miscast will not cause anything
to happen - but don’t count on it. Even the lowly first level spells may have disastrous
consequences when fumbled. The reasons for this are obvious of course. When a
Spellcaster releases the raw potent forces of the Essence, he is acting as a living
conductor of the magical powers. The incredible energies are manipulated, enhanced,
channelled, disrupted and conducted through the caster's life force, mind, body and soul
for the spells desired effects. For this reason, spells beyond level 10 are virtually unheard
of. In the case of the rumoured Utter Destruction Spell - even the most powerful
Spellcaster can suffer minor or major internal injuries; loss of memory or
unconsciousness despite the fact they have to be major spellcaster’s to do so. You can
only imagine what would happen if a less experienced magician tried to cast the same
spell…
Provided that a Spellcaster has enough MANA to cover the cost of a spell, a spellcaster
may cast a spell whenever he likes. However, the chance of a spell working correctly is
rolled against the Magic special skill (obviously characters without this skill cannot cast
magic at all) as a saving throw. The referee throws all magic saving throws. There is an
obvious reason for this, it makes the Spellcaster use thinking and role-playing before
combat and casting spells every chance they get. It will also may them think about the
consequences of casting spells at times when they could be distracted. There are, as you
would expect, a number of modifiers which should always be applied by the referee:
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MAGIC MODIFIERS Table
Caster wearing full armour
Stamina Cost of spell will reduce the
Spellcaster MANA to -2 or less
Caster moving
Caster drunk
Caster restrained
Caster under attack
Caster active in combat
Caster otherwise disturbed

-3 to Magic Special Skill
-2 to Magic Special Skill
-2 to Magic Special Skill
-4 to Magic Special Skill
-2 to Magic Special Skill
-1 to Magic Special Skill
-2 to Magic Special Skill
-1 or 2 to Magic Special Skill

If the dice-roll succeeds, the spell’s listed effects occur. If the dice-roll fails, the referee
will decide what happens by comparing the casters current MAG Stat and the Spell
Failure table below to determine the result. Luckily, in many cases, the spell simply
disperses causing no ill effect. However, a missile spell (such as Fireball) may
completely veer off course and hit the wrong target, or the Sleep spell may send the
Spellcaster himself asleep! Depending on the urgency of the situation, the referee will
usually allow the effects to simply pass with no ill effect upon the caster. However - and
this is where things can get really tense and potentially disastrous for the caster - if a
character rolls a double-6 while casting a spell, then the spell has gone disastrously
wrong, and the character and other characters close by the magician could be in trouble.
If a spell is miscast, the referee then compares the saving throw score to the casters
current Magic Special Skill score and the Spell Failure table below to determine the
result. The difference between the saving throws score and the Magic Special Skill score
are checked upon the table below to find the amount of damage, or harmful effect caused
to the character and others.
SPELL
Saving Throw after Modifiers
(Points above Initial MAG score)

FAILURE Table
Harmful Effect Damage

+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8
+9

2 STA damage
3 STA damage
4 STA damage
6 STA damage
7 STA damage
0 STA: Caster becomes unconscious
-1STA:Heavily wounded, death nearby opponent
-2 STA: Critically wounded, death within 1 round.
-4 STA: Killed by release of spells raw energies.

Obviously, Spellcaster tend to train in making sure that they are never distracted, and for
this reason characters are advised to increase their Magic Special Skill score on a regular
basis with experience. As already explained in the Skills chapter, and above, there is
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always a chance of doing something wrong, and a roll of double - 6 always means failure.
A character could have a Magic of 12 and still fail occasionally - and that is only right
when utilising the forces of magic. Is it any wonder then, why so many races and
characters are wary of the powers of magic!

1.17

SPELL CREATION & MAGICAL MANUFACTURING

Any Spellcaster with a Magic Special Skill of 2 or more above his SKILL score may
design his own spells (only those within his school of knowledge). For some spells, this
will obviously require a great deal of time and money. Others, such as minor magic spells
may take a short time and small amounts of money.
A Spellcaster with any Magic Special Skill of 12 may set themselves up as a Teacher or
trainer in the arts of magic. They can take on an apprentice and set up peddling the
casting of spells to other magicians – for a price.
As well as designing new spells, Spellcaster with a spell score of 4 or more above his
Magic Special Skill may also design and manufacture his own magical artefacts such as
wands, carpets etc. For some artefacts such as weapons, especially those made of metal;
this will require the use of a trained smith (a fully equipped forge, tools and equipment)
to perform the initial construction. Making anything successfully requires a roll against
the Magic Special Skill. All items are given a rating by the referee from 1 to 5 (1 = plain
wand, carpet; 5 = Sword of Death – imbued with a permanent death spell) and that
reduces the chance of success.
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After that the referee subtracts the number of years the character has been manufacturing
the item, and further reduces the chance of success by that.
1.18

RELIGIOUS MAGIC
The Priest is a dedicated type of
Spellcaster class whom have dedicated
their life a particular deity and follower a
faith. They have a strong association
with religious pursuit and are authorised
by their church to minister to the
spiritual needs of the faithful.
Dedicated to their priesthood all Priests
are granted a powerful medium of prayer
that enables them to access their deity.
This medium of prayer also bestows
upon them their own specific magical
usage that comes from devotion rather
than the knowledge of natural forces of
the essence.
All Priests are skilled in spells that are
generally non-offensive and can cast
spells that restore, heal, raise, assist,
protect, and cure. Many of these spells
are closely associated with the mind, the
body and the soul. Many Priests are
adept scribes and are often skilled in
ancient history, languages and lore.
1.19

RELIGIOUS OCCUPATIONS

Within Allansia there are a great many different types of Priest who have a wide range of
different skills, spells and abilities. These mainly vary between races and there are
several main types of priesthood that are commonly found. Each of these priesthoods
gains access to its own group of spells, Special Skills, lore, and knowledge. These are
broken down as follows:
Human: Elves: Dwarves: Halflings: Goblinoid: -

Priests, Druid
Keepers
Guardians
Protectors
Shaman
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Every type of Priesthood generally adopts a distinct style of dress that is in keeping with
their church and particular religion. All religious clerics must belong to a certain religion
and there a wide range of gods and lesser deities that are worshipped in one form or
another. In some areas a number of smaller gods, saints, holy men and objects are also
worshipped that may be unique to that region or tribe. An explanation of all the main
AFF religious bodies can be found in the Religion and Beliefs chapter of the AFF: 2nd
edition.
PRIEST
The Priest is the most common religious cleric across Allansia who has dedicated his life
to the worship and following of a particular human deity, whether good, neutral or bad.
DRUID
The Druid is a less common human religious cleric who is dedicated to the worship and
following of particular environmental deities. They have a strong affinity and association
with Elementalist’s and generally have no ornate church or temples, preferring the glades
of woods and forests, or the ancient megalithic structures that scatter the regions of
Allansia.
KEEPERS
The Keeper is the powerful cornerstone of Elven society and their clerics are often most
powerful individuals. Like all priests they have dedicated their lives to the worship and
following of a particular good Elven deity (or bad in the case of Dark Elven realms). All
Keepers are chosen at birth by the Senior Keepers of the Elven order and their spiritual
position is considered a great honour.
As with all priests they provide direct links with the deities of the races and are spiritually
responsible for the upkeep of the Elven forests, protection of the scared trees, warding of
villages as well as conducting ceremonies.
The Keeper is skilled in an array of healing, curing, and divining, elemental, defensive
and offensive spells. Further expansive details on the history of the Elves and Half-Elves
in Allansia can be found in the future Half-Elven Forest of Yore 2nd AFF.com Booklet:
Tiranmithrilar - Kingdom of Trees, coming in late 2003.
GUARDIANS
The Guardian is a powerful Dwarven cleric that is respected with a deep intensity. Most
Dwarves are dedicated to the worship and following of a particular Dwarven deity
(mainly Kerillim, the Earth Goddess).
As with all priests the Dwarven Clerics provide a direct link of the people to their deity
and are spiritually responsible for the upkeep of the Dwarven realms, protection of their
scared places and artefacts, as well as conducting ceremonies.
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The Guardian is skilled in an array of healing, curing, and divining, elemental, defensive
and offensive spells. Further expansive details on Dwarven Guardians can be found in the
exclusive 3rd AFF.com Booklet: Azenuritakk, coming in 2004.
PROTECTORS
The Protector is the title given to a Halfling cleric. They are similar to many of the other
priesthoods of other races and are devoted to a particular deity of their faith. As with all
priests they provide the Halfling race with a direct link to their deities are spiritually
responsible for the upkeep of the Halfling environment, its protection as well as
conducting ceremonies. The Protector is skilled in an array of healing, curing, and
divining, elemental, defensive and offensive spells.
SHAMANS
Shamans (or witch-doctors) are peculiar
naked clerics of the Goblinoid races such
as Orcs, Goblins etc. They are generally
organised tribal priests that either lead or
co-lead these evil tribes with a chieftain.
The Shaman is a lowly skilled cleric that
governs all spiritual worships of the main
Goblinoid tribal deity. Most Shamans are
usually quite frightening creatures that are
painted from head to foot with religious
symbols and runes, pierced with bones,
and adorned with body parts of fallen or
sacrificed foes.
They provide direct links with the
supernatural commanders of these races of
chaos and are responsible for the upkeep
of the Totems, performing sacrifices or
ritual ceremonies as well as divining the
future sent by their demonic masters.
The Shaman is most often the most
powerful and feared member of a tribe as
many of the Goblinoid races no little about
religion. Shamans are generally skilled in some healing spells, and divining spells and
several defensive and offensive spells.
1.20

RELIGIOUS AND SPELLCASTER SPECIAL SKILL LISTS

All Special Skills as explained in the Special Skills chapter of AFF: 2nd edition are a
broad area of expertise and proficiency that have been learnt during the characters past.
They can range from the petty and mundane to the essential and potent. Most special
skills correspond to an occupation that a character may have learned prior to becoming an
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adventurer. Others may have been picked up before their career, or even when they are an
adventurer, and have little or no relevance to their other skills. For example, a Cook may
find it useful to know something about Fishing, especially since he lives in a small
village besides a river. On the other hand, if he didn’t know how to fish, he wouldn’t
suffer as a Cook, he isn’t a Fisherman.
All Skills are specific abilities, and there are a great many of them in the AFF: 2nd
edition game. Far more than previously seen in AFF. These range from simple reading
and writing, riding a horse, being able to pick pockets or farm crops. Others include being
able to smith, track a felon, see in near total darkness, or being able to use the essence
and cast spells.
All Spellcaster’s in the AFF: 2nd edition have a large number of Special Skills that are
unique to their class. These are briefly described below and arranged in a similar fashion
to the Special Skills chapter of the AFF: 2nd edition for easy reference, and have no
bearing on the actual rules. As explained in the Special Skills chapter however, there are
now five different types of skills, instead of the four presented in the AFF: Dungeoneer
volume. These Five Special Skill types are Combat, Movement, Stealth, Learning (all as
in AFF), and the new type known as Communication.
The following charts list all the Special Skills in the AFF: 2nd edition that can be learnt
by Spellcasting characters. Some of these Special Skills cannot be learnt by characters of
certain Social Career Classes, and may not be learned unless an occupation is changed to
that of a Priest or Spellcaster. (See the changing Career Classes – in the Referee section
of AFF: 2nd edition).
COMBAT
The Special Skills within the Combat category are abilities that measure a characters skill
in using specific weapons, and general combat techniques and knowledge. Each skill has
its own use, in the case of a specific weapon skill, a character is assumed to be familiar
with the weapon and its every quirk and special trick that can be mastered with it. A
character can become skilled with a long bow or a short bow, but not all bows in general.
When a character uses a weapon he is not skilled or familiar with, however, he suffers a
penalty on his SKILL on his chance to hit in combat. The size of this penalty depends on
numerous factors, all of which are explained in the combat section.
MOVEMENT
The Special Skills within the Movement category are abilities that measure a characters
skill in performing specific abilities associated with movement. Each skill has its own
use, such as Swimming, Climbing, Jumping or others such as Ride Airborne.
When a character tries to perform a movement action he is not skilled or familiar with, he
suffers a penalty on his STR on his chance to succeed in the attempt. The size of this
penalty depends on numerous factors, all of which are explained in the Referee’s chapter.
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STEALTH
All the Special Skills in the Stealth category contain skills associated with the implicit
ability of the character to perform complex, intricate or delicate manual tasks. Each skill
has its own use, such as Ambush, Cutpurse, Disguise, and Hide/Sneak.
When a character tries to perform a Stealth action he is not skilled or familiar with, he
suffers a penalty on his DEX on his chance to succeed in the attempt. The size of this
penalty depends on numerous factors, all of which are explained in the Referee’s chapter.
LEARNING
Special Skills within the Learning category contain skills associated with the ability of
the characters Wits. Each skill has its own use, such as Read/Write, Astronomy, Magic,
and Lore.
When a character tries to
perform a Learning action he is
not skilled or familiar with, he
suffers a penalty against his
WITS on his chance to succeed
in the attempt. The size of this
penalty depends on numerous
factors, all of which are
explained in the Referee’s
chapter.
COMMUNICATION
The Special Skills within the
Communication category are
abilities
that
measure
a
characters skill in using his
senses and verbal and written
communication.
Each skill has its own use, such
as Appraising, Bargain, Con,
and Pacify. When a character
tries
to
perform
a
Communication action he is not skilled or familiar with, he suffers a penalty against his
SEN on his chance to succeed in the attempt. The size of this penalty depends on
numerous factors, all of which are explained in the GM’s chapter.
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MAIN
SPECIAL SKILLS
Animal Lore
Astrology
Bird Lore
Cast Spells level 1 to 10.
Cryptography
Etiquette
Healing
Hypnotise
Identify Magical Artefacts
Immunity to poisons
Legends Lore
Magical Awareness
Manufacture Potions
Meditation
Mountains/Hill Lore

Appraising
Astronomy
Cartography
Chemistry
Divining
Forest/Wood Lore
Herbalism
Identify Undead
Immunity to disease
Languages
Linguistics
Manufacture Drugs/Poisons
Manufacture Scrolls
Minor Magic
Plant Lore

Astrology

Learning

This Skill provides a character with an understanding of the supposed influences of the
stars. Knowing the date of birth and time of a person, those skilled in astrology can use
the study of the stars to loosely predict the near future and gain insight into events of the
past for that person.
Astronomy

Learning

Characters with this Special Skill are familiar with the heavens and the cycle of the
heavenly bodies. They gain the ability to recognise constellations, planets and unusual
bodies as well as knowing about astral events such as eclipses and meteor showers.
Cartography

Learning

Those skilled with this Special Skill are familiar with the practice and uses of mapmaking. They can read maps, recognise geographical features on unconventional maps,
or depict unknown areas. They are also able to create maps, and are very good at
remembering directions in dungeons - usually remembering the way out. Saving throws
are made against WITS to determine the result.
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Cast Spells level 1 to 10

Learning

Only the magician career class uses these Ten Special Skills. Quite simply, they confer
the ability to cast the appropriate magic spells to their career and mastery level. Those
who gain enough EXP to train in advancing to the next level of spells are then able to
utilise the new spells for the class, although obviously they will need to have the MANA
also, unless they want to become limited in the amount of spells cast.
Chemistry

Learning

This Special Skill conveys the ability to reasonably understand the basics of chemistry,
and the principal elements of the Essence. With the Skill, characters will have the ability
to recognise various types of mineral ore. The skill will also provide the knowledge
where to locate such substances and how to extract and refine the chemicals from such
sources.
Cryptography

Learning

This Special Skill enable those trained to devise, decipher and crack codes or ciphers.
They will be able to recognise exceptionally rare alphabets, scripts, runes and written
languages and read them as well if possessing the correct Ancient Languages Special
Skill.
Divining

Learning

This Special Skill gives a character an ability to discover cryptic clues and snippets of
information about the future. The Referee will usually provide information of this kind;
but it will always be cryptic - leaving room for misinterpretation or ambiguity. The
success of seeing anything at all is determined by passing a saving Throw. Characters
who possess this skill usually require some form of object(s) for the skill to be used. This
can take many forms - crystal ball, cards, bones etc.
Healing

Learning

This Special Skill enables a character to provide some form of treatment for injuries or
poisonings. This Special Skill does not extend to providing complete recovery of a
severely or critically injured character in an instant (as a spell would). Provided the
situation allows it and the victim is not continually losing points, treatment by a character
skilled with Healing will restore up to one-third of a characters lost STA points, at a rate
of 1 point per Combat Round. If a character is continually losing STA points, for
example from the effects of poison, all the character can do is keep them from losing any
more. The Referee may allow increased rates of healing if the character using the skill
uses additional measures, such as proven remedies or antidotes.
Herbalism

Learning
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This Special Skill enables provides the ability to identify plants, fungus and prepare
nonmagical potions, poultices, powders, balms, salves, ointments, infusions, and plasters
for medical purposes. It also enables a character to prepare natural plant poisons and
purgatives. A character with both Herbalism and Healing Special Skills gains a +2 bonus
to the Saving Throw roll when using his healing talent (see Healing).
Hypnotise

Learning

Entertainers and magicians commonly teach this skill. It gives the character that
possesses it the ability to place another person in a trance, if the subject has been looking
at the character for a whole turn. This is usually performed with the use of a suitable
chant or swinging object. Those entranced, may be asked questions, which will be
answered truthfully. Every round the Referee makes another test. If the roll is successful,
the character may ask a further 1D6 questions, after which the victim will emerge from
the trance, or sooner if compelled by the hypnotist.
Identify Undead

Learning

This Special Skill gives the character possessing it the ability to identify a wide range of
items, objects, things, and effects. This Lore skill gives the hero who possesses it a better
chance of knowing and recognising instantly, all undead and ethereal undead creatures.
Identify Magical Artefacts

Learning

This Lore skill gives the hero the ability to detect the presence of magical artefacts by
touch, in the same way as magical awareness. However, this skill is not a magical one, it
is simply a matter of experience and knowledge.
Immunity to disease

Learning

This Lore skill gives characters an unusually high immunity to various diseases, and
resistance to their effects. Characters with this skill gain +2 to modifiers on disease tests.
Immunity to poisons

Learning

This Lore skill gives characters with the skill, an unusual high level of immunity to
poisons of all kinds having been used to dealing with them on a regular basis. In addition
to gaining a +2 modifier to poison tests, they also gain total immunity to three types of
poison or animal venom that can be chosen by the player (although they must justify to
the Referee why they have that that immunity in question).
Languages

Learning

This Special Skill gives those that possess it the ability to speak and converse in a
contemporary or ancient foreign tongue. Obviously, there are a large number of various
racial creature languages as well as the existence of numerous families of languages and
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dialects. A character skilled in Dwarven for example, may just be able to work out the
gist of what is being said in Gnome. A few languages are noted below:
Ancient Languages

Learning

This Language Special Skill is primarily used and taught by priests and magicians. Those
skilled have mastered a difficult and obscure tongue, now primarily found in the writings
of sages and historians. The main use of the skill is the ability it provides for reading
ancient tomes and scrolls of ancient secrets written by long dead magicians, priests or
academics.
Man
Learning
This Special Skill enables the character to have learned to speak and mastered a common
language of the known world. It also includes the common tongue of the Halfling race.
Elven
This Special Skill enables the character to have learned to speak and mastered a common
Eldar language of the known world.
Dwarven
This Special Skill enables the character to have learned to speak and mastered a common
Dwarven language of the known world.
Gnome
This Special Skill enables the character to have learned to speak and mastered the
common Gnome language of the known world
Goblin
This Special Skill enables the character to have learned to speak and mastered the
widespread difficult gibberish and guttural Goblin language of the known world
Troll
This Special Skill enables the character to have learned to speak and mastered the Troll
language of the known world
Animal Lore

Learning

This Lore skill gives the hero who possesses it, as its name implies, a better chance of
knowing particular facts about animals. This includes how dangerous an animal may be,
where to find certain animals, how much it could fetch if sold at a market (at higher
levels -how to prepare its skin, and much more. It does not however, include the ability to
ride or tame animals (Ride Special Skill must be used for that). Modifiers for recognising
particular rare or unusual animals may reduce the skills chance of success can be added
by the Referee from any amount from 1 to 6.
Bird Lore

Learning

This Lore skill is a similar to Animal Lore, but gives the hero who possesses it, as it’s
name implies, a better chance of knowing particular facts about birds and sometimes
(with appropriate modifiers decided by the Referee) other flying creatures, such as
Griffons and Dragons. This includes how dangerous a bird/flying creature may be, where
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to find certain animals, how much it could fetch if sold at a market (at higher levels -how
to prepare its skin, and much more. It does not however, include the ability to ride or
tame animals such as a Giant Eagle, or Griffon (Ride Special Skill must be used for that).
Modifiers for recognising particular rare or unusual animals may reduce the skills chance
of success can be added by the Referee from any amount from 1 to 6.
Forest/Wood Lore

Learning

This Lore skill gives the hero who possesses it a better chance of knowing how to survive
in wood and forests. It includes the abilities to find food, stay on a path, find shelter, and
much more. It is a common Special Skill between Elves and Gnome characters.
Legends Lore

Learning

This Lore skill provides a character with the knowledge of local and regional legends
from all races. It includes the abilities of recognising particular words, images or extracts
of ancient or modern stories to a particular time and place in history.
Mountains/Hills Lore
This Lore skill gives the hero who possesses it a better chance of knowing how to survive
and live in the desolate hills, lowlands and High Mountain slopes and peaks. It includes
the abilities to avoid potentially fatal drops, find edible food, stay on steep dangerous
paths, and find shelter and caves, and much more. It is a common Special Skill among
Dwarven characters.
Plant Lore

Learning

This Lore skill gives the hero who possesses it a better chance of knowing and
recognising plants and other types of fauna. It includes the abilities to avoid and find
poisonous plants or rare flowers, find edible food, and much more.
Magic

Learning

This lore of spells and sorcery is the prime Special Skill of the magician and priest
classes; those without it cannot cast spells at all. It is essentially the last initial
Characteristic in the game, and is placed alongside the profile for those characters that
possess it. It also determines the likelihood of magic as a whole being cast correctly. See
the Magic chapter for more details on the powers of magic and spells.
Magical Awareness

Learning

This Special is unique to magicians and their classes. It allows a character to sense and
become aware of the direction of any magic using characters or objects within 20 metres.
To perform this skill, a magician must remain absolutely motionless for a whole game
turn.
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Manufacture Drugs/Poisons

Learning

Characters with this Special Skill are able to manufacture and use magical potions, drugs,
and poisons either from natural sources or from various chemicals. (See poisons in the
GM chapter).
Manufacture Magical Items

Learning

This is a High level Special Skill (characters must be of level 8 spell or higher) that
enables a character to manufacture and develop magical items. See the Magic chapter for
further details
Manufacture Scrolls

Learning

Characters with this Special Skill are able to manufacture and use magical scrolls. See the
Magic chapter for further details.
Manufacture Potions

Learning

Those skilled with this Special Skill are experienced in making and manufacturing
magical potions. See Magic chapter for further details.
Meditation

Learning

This Special Skill is available only to the Magician and Priest classes (and only those
experts above level four). Once taught, it enables a character with magical abilities to
draw upon hidden reserves of mental stamina in order to rebuild their inner magical
strength and ties with the Essence. Any Spellcaster or Priest with a Meditation Special
Skill may recover MANA through a silent trance like state. This can be between
adventures itself, or if the referee permits it, between scenes of an adventure where there
is a lapse of time of more than an hour. A fixed 2 MANA point per hour is recovered
while in a trance and must declare how long the meditation will last prior before its use. It
must be remembered, however, that whilst meditating a Spellcaster or Priest is
completely unaware of his surroundings, and cannot stir even if attacked or struck.
Minor Magic

Learning

A character possessing this Special Skill will have the limited ability of drawing from the
Essence and using a few small charms or incantations, which aid or hinder them
throughout their lives. The most frequent users of Minor Magic are village wise women
or fortune-tellers, who use it to brew love potions, see into the future, cure minor ailments
and such. Unlike Magic Special Skill, this ability may be chosen without permanently
losing some points from one’s Skill Score. Note also that Minor Magic can be learnt at a
later date, which means that if any of our Heroes did not choose it as a starting Special
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Skill, they may learn it at a later date. Details on Minor Magic and the spells common for
its abilities are detailed in the Magic chapter.
Appraising

Communication

This Special Skill enables a character to estimate the importance and value of an object,
its authenticity and age. Thieves commonly use it. A successful check enables the
character to roughly estimate the value.
Etiquette

Communication/Learning

A character with this Special Skill is especially well versed in the ways of courtly
behaviour. He would know all the correct ways to speak and right mannerisms to use at
the right times. An essential skill for characters within the Lesser Nobility Social Scale.
Linguistics

Communication

A character with this Special Skill will have a natural affinity for language that goes
beyond learning and Intelligence. They will be able to pick up most languages extremely
quickly and communicate with people at a basic level in most languages.
1.21

SPELL INGREDIENT LISTS

As explained earlier, all spells are a result of ages of research, development and
construction throughout the years. Their codes and instructions allow a Spellcaster or
Priest to disrupting nature’s order and manipulating the forces that bind its power.
Most spells in the AFF: 2nd edition game are cast with the help of chants, as well as
bodily manifestations, which are used as a way of remembering and concentrating on the
desired thoughts that are needed for the spell to work. Others however, require the
addition of special ingredients, which are consumed by the magical energy of the spell or
act as a transit. Many of these ingredients are fairly mundane, and are easily acquired,
however others are extremely rare and involve larger costs or danger in their
acquirement. Below is a guide to many of the ingredients necessary for many of the spells
of the AFF: 2nd edition game, along with their costs, type, and effect
Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …
1.22

MAGICAL ITEM LISTS

Full details to follow in AFF: 2nd edition
1.23

SPECIAL ADVANCED SPELLS AND MAGICAL ITEMS

Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …
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1.24

FAMOUS MAGICAL NON-PLAYER CHARACTERS

Full details to follow in full AFF: 2nd edition …
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